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CHRIST FIRST REVOLUTIONARY.-

The divine Father Jehovah says:
All are equal before Me; for the universal love is in Me;
the common love to all; this communist love of the
Father shall crush every human philosophy; the divine
spirituality is imposed in the world; for there is no
materiality that has no spirituality; one and the other
have come out of a same cause; they were also trialed in
life; and once more materiality loses before the divine
law; one cannot serve two masters; either one serves
God, or one serves Caesar; he who violates the divine
Commandments, that one loses.The Celestial Communism, represents in the creature, his
own cohesion of his everything above everything; without
the celestial communism no one would be a human
being; for one would not have the law that bonds the own
sensations, turning them into one.The thinking individuality of man should have understood
that communism was in the own nature; and he made
use of it from the precise moment in which he was born;
nature does not make discrimination with no one; it is
common to anyone.The Divine Eternal Father announces the terrestrial world:
There is no worst demon, than the one who exploits his
own brother.This doctrine called capitalism, does not govern; it
enslaves and exploits; and perpetuates inequality.Capitalism says they serve everyone; with the condition
7

of exploiting them.Your life system is a product of a spiritual weakness;
poorly evolved spirits; with no spiritual depth; the
weakness of a few spirits; this weakness is called
ambition, greed, usury, theft, deceit and shrewdness.Your own life system was your own executor; your
valley of tears; because of the selfishness of a few,
who discovered in gold, the way to keep their immoral
appetite; for you got to know a life system corrupted from
its basis.You may eat from all the fruits from the trees; but, thou
shalt not eat from the tree of the science of good; and
the science of good is the shameful comfort, which came
out of your immoral life system; everything that Father
Jehovah expresses is divinely prophetic! This divine
warning said in the microscopic paradise of Adam and
Eve, was for you exploiters of the world.The demon of this world, is the own capitalism; they
are the same avaricious of the world; and it could not
be otherwise; these blinds think that the life that they
requested the Father shall never change; they think that
they are the only ones who can give wellbeing; they think
that only the power of gold solves everything; they are
so blind that they have never taken into account the
centuries that they have been experimenting with the
world; and not a bit of justice and equality is discerned.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.8

THE DIVINE PARABLE THAT SAYS: ALL ARE EQUAL
IN RIGHTS BEFORE GOD, MEANS THAT ONLY THOSE
WHO EXERCISED COMMUNISM IN THEIR IDEALS,
SHALL ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THE
MOST MINIMAL IMITATION OF WHAT IS OF FATHER,
IS AWARDED IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.Yes little son; The Communism of this world was
expressed by Father Jehovah when He said to infinite worlds in formation: All are equal in rights
before God; for what is of the Father does not get
reduced to just one sole world; what is of the Father
has neither a beginning nor an end; the human
knowledge was trialed in unconscious psychology
when referring to one sole world; you forgot that
no one is unique in the universe; only the Father
is; I verily say unto you that within the entire range
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of the human thinking, only those who thought in
Universal Community shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for they imitated the equality taught by
the divine Parable that says: All are equal before the
Father; and all those who imitate the Father even
in an imperfect and microscopic way, is awarded in
the Kingdom of Heavens; this world finds itself in
a philosophical struggle for the own coexistence;
this struggle was provoked by a strange life system
called capitalism; strange because it is unknown
in the Kingdom of Heavens; for their creators
were based on gold and not in the Scriptures of
the Father; I verily say unto you that only the life
systems based on the Father’s Scriptures are taken
into account in the Kingdom of Heavens; the rest,
are strange to the laws of the Kingdom; neither
their creators nor their followers shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; every life system that did not
take the Father into account, is mundane; for it was
based on relative and ephemeral laws of matter;
certainly one does not attain eternity with the laws
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of gold; it is an illusion; only the laws that came
out of the Father’s Scripture, lead one to eternity;
for everything is living before the Father; each letter of His Scriptures speak before the Father; and
they defend those who defended them on Earth;
certainly the laws of capitalism, defend in what
is terrestrial; in what is mundane; for being gold
one of the infinite creations of the Father, they do
not have hierarchy in what is eternal; gold is subordinated to the Father as you are; that is why the
so-called capitalism was warned many centuries
ago already: It is more likely for a camel to pass
through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for no one knows wealth in
the Kingdom; in the Kingdom of Heavens one does
not know property; one does not know the word:
This is mine; there is no private property in the
sense of possession; in the Kingdom of Heavens
exists the Celestial Communism, with a philosophy
of a child; whose hereditary germ was transmitted
to the world by man’s spiritual intuition.11

Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows that the
new Doctrine of Father Jehovah, is the Doctrine of
the Lamb of God; this Doctrine shall be extended
throughout the world; it shall be translated to all
the languages of the world; for what is of God is
universal; just as in the past in which Father Jehovah allowed the Mosaic Law and the Christian Doctrine to be extended; I verily say unto you that the
Father did not leave religions; He left a Gospel; the
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so-called religions were created by the human free
will, in order to interpret the Father’s free will
represented in his Scriptures; but, when they chose
such form of interpretation, they scandalized with
the morality taught by the Father’ Scriptures; for
they divided the world in many beliefs; forgetting
that there is one God only; it was taught that only
satan divides and he ends up dividing himself;
every division caused to others is paid in the
Father’s judgment; for no one requested the Father
to divide others even in what is most microscopic;
it was written: Do not do to others what you would
not like others to do to you; I verily say unto you
that no one who divided others shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for because of those who
divided, no divided spirit shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; it is more likely for a spirit who did
not get to know any religion to enter the Father’s
Kingdom, than for one who got to know it; the
Father’s Scriptures were given to you so that each
one would study them in their individualities; I
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verily say unto you that the term Church is not of
the Father; for the so-called churches came out of
men and not of God; the Father being in the Son
announced your future to you; He announced to
you the way that you would give the interpretation
of his Scriptures; this took place when the Solar
First-born Son said to you: Upon this rock I shall
build my church; for your future determination
was referring to the intimate of the Trinity; I verily
say unto you that such divine parable was a trial
for those who during centuries, perpetuated themselves in the term Church; Were you not taught
that every spirit is trialed in life? You religious
beings are trialed in life, as everyone is trialed; but,
in you the trial acquires contours of tragedy; for
because of you, no so-called christian has entered
the Kingdom of Heavens; nor shall any of them
enter; you religious beings of the world, are the
greatest culprits of the weeping and gnashing of
teeth which is coming over this world; you were
the greatest blinds in the spirituality of this world;
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because of you it was written: Blinds leading other
blinds; for you transmit your errors and your violations to the Father’s Scriptures from father to son;
the christian world has been perpetuating for centuries, your errors and violations to the Father’s
law; behold the light; behold the end of the socalled christian world; a world that got to know a
strange morality from you; christian world, a world
of hypocrisy; you that witnessed how what is of
the Father was traded and did nothing to avoid it;
you, rock of the human selfishness, who witnessed
how the Father’s children were being executed and
did nothing to avoid it; you did not defend His
divine Commandments; and you promised to do
it above everything; christian world of false credulity; world that serves two masters; a world that
serves gold and believes that they are serving the
living God; you shall be remembered by the coming
generations as the prostitute who made a commerce out of the belief in the Father; behold your
end religious spirits; backward spirits in the laws
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of the true spirituality; because of you religious
beings of the world, this planet has a backwardness
of twenty centuries in the moral and spiritual level;
for you are the creators of prudishness which came
out of the material adoration, to which you subdued this world; I verily say unto you that the world
that you deceived shall despise you; and they shall
curse you; for there is no major tragedy in the creature, to know that he shall not enter where his
Creator dwells; behold your work demons of division; behold the blind who created millions of
blinds, and none of them has been able to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you false
prophets of my Word, that it would be better for
you not to have been born in this world; for the
world shall isolate you; you requested the Father
the most severe justice towards yourselves; you
casted the first stone; for you violated the law of
the First among first; the Father is the first, and he
who refers to the First in his free will, is judged
first; for it concerns the Father’s divine free will;
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all the rest can wait; what is of the Father should
not wait; for He has created everything; He created
the wait; I verily say unto you that every big and
powerful of this world, is first in the Father’s justice; for thus was it requested by everyone before
coming to the Earth; they requested to be the first
in punishment, in case they were the first in violating the Father’s law; he who violated the Father’s
law, that one casted the first stone; all those who
have casted their first stones, none of them shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for the psychology
of turning against another being, is unknown in
the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that
there is no human evil that will not fall on those
who gave you the life system; the demon was born
in this world and he shall fall with the world; for
the world followed him; for each point of darkness
that each creature had, two thirds of it are for the
creators of the life system based on gold; for it is
a system imposed by force; the presence of the socalled armed forces demonstrates it; and I verily
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say unto you that each one who wore a uniform of
the force, two thirds of points of darkness fall on
them all the same, for each creature who lived the
life system based on gold; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of those who served the master
of force; as well as the so-called religious; for all
the points of darkness of all those who were confused in many religions fall on them; for the universal law of one God only, does not confuse
anyone; and it is the law that should have been
taught in this world; to do the opposite, always
brings tragedy to the worlds; matter and spirit get
divided in their respective laws; for the Creator is
only one; and being only one, He does not divide
nor confuses his creatures; the Scriptures taught a
Gospel to all of you; in his divine Word, the word
religion is not even pronounced; and everything
that is done out of the Scriptures, also remains out
of the Kingdom of Heavens; all the beliefs that
came out of men, do not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; all belief that came out of the own
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individuality and which had as a unique basis the
Holy Scriptures, enters the Kingdom of Heavens;
for what is closer to the Father, is first; even in the
most imaginable microscopic form; it is more likely
for one who studied the Holy Scriptures just for
one second to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than
for one who was religious all his life; for what is
of the Father has no end; the Scriptures are of the
Father; the religions of men; what is of men are of
microscopic hierarchy; it is a little less than
unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say
unto you that this world was guided by the most
backward of the human gender; the more advanced
are the humble; those who the Father has always
preferred; and not for that they stop being equal
in rights before the Father; the humble were
removed from being the first in this world; for by
being the first in the Creator’s free will, they should
have been so on any planet of the universe; all the
injustices that can be imagined, have been turned
over my humble; I verily say unto you that such
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long-suffering makes the points of every humble
be the first in this world; one fact that was
announced in the Father’s Scriptures many centuries ago already; I verily say unto you that every
event that you were to experience in life, all of them
are in the Scriptures; for everything in the Father
is prophetic; for when He created everything, He
also created the future; each letter of His Scriptures
is prophetic; I verily say unto you that all those
who always wanted to know their future, and they
never got it, is because they requested in the Kingdom of Heavens not to know their future in the
trials of life; and at the same time they requested
the desire of knowing it and not being able to
achieve it; I verily say unto you that it is more
important for the world’s knowledge, to know that
a new Doctrine is coming, than trying to know an
individual future; which shall pass being ignored
by all the coming generations; the opposite to a
Doctrine that is universal.ALPHA AND OMEGA.20

THE SCROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD

By ALPHA AND OMEGA
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ONLY THE COMMUNIST PHILOSPHY IS FROM THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR NO ONE DIVIDES
NO ONE WITH CONCEPTS, WHICH ARE NOT FROM
COMMON LOVE; HE WHO DID NOT CULTIVATE A
COMMON JUSTICE, DOES NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS; ONLY SATAN DIVIDES AND HE DIVIDES
HIMSELF.Yes little son; only those who think the same,
arrived into the Kingdom of Heavens; the planet
Earth was given an Scripture; there Father Jehovah,
the only living God, teaches that all men are equal
in rights before the Father; if all of you are equal
in rights before the Creator of everything, Why
did you not create a common doctrine? You children of the Earth, promised the Father, to imitate
Him on Earth, above everything; but you forgot the
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promise; for each one requested to be born again,
in order to search for one more truth, in one more
perfection; one is born searching for the truth; the
supreme truth is the Father; and all the truths that
the minds can imagine have come out of His truth;
for nothing in the Father has got any limits; each
one of you, is a living truth; for you have the inheritance of the Father’s truth; I verily say unto you
that the truth that remains in this world, comes out
of the Father’s Scriptures; for the entire universe
that was created comes out of His divine living
word; each one’s truth is what each individuality
thought; I verily say unto you that no one who did
not think as the Father thought in his Scriptures,
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for thus you
promised it in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the
meaning of a needle’s eye, than a rich to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; this divine warning has been
telling the so-called rich, since many centuries ago
already; but no rich has abided it; on the contrary,
they created a demoniac philosophy that divides
23

the Father’s children in rich and poor; neither rich
nor poor are known in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for the Celestial Communism reigns there, with
a philosophy of a child; equality exists there; for
all are equal in rights before God; I verily say unto
you that no divided spirit enters the Kingdom of
Heavens; only satan divides and he divides himself; I verily say unto you that because of the socalled capitalism, no human creature has entered
nor shall enter the Father’s Kingdom; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of a world that was
deceived; a world that was deluded to the degree
of making them forget the promise made to the
Father above everything.-
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Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows the solar
Trinity in celestial communism; behold the only
philosophy that shall remain in this world; for all
the human creatures requested equality before
God; I verily say unto you that the equality
requested to the Father shall be started in the Chilean flock; for every spirit that had patience is
awarded by the Father; behold the greatest divine
Revelation in the history of this world; for every
little and exploited flock or nation, is great in the
living glory of the Father; it was written that every
humble is great before the Father; and what is
humble to the Father are the individuals and
nations; I verily say unto you that from this little
nation shall come out the Greatest, after Father
Jehovah; behold you shall soon see a Face shining
like a sun; whose wisdom shall also be like a sun;
behold you Chileans exploited and deceived as
many other flocks, shall see the Son of Man; the
Son of Work, for the older Son helps Father Jehovah, in the universal work; I verily say unto you
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that you shall govern again by divine mandate; for
being every humble first before God, he is also first
in governing himself; for this world, should have
been governed from the beginning by the humble
of the world; Are they not first before God? I verily
say unto you that he who was first in this world
and did not take the Father’s Scriptures into
account, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
this world did all the opposite to the celestial mandate; the worst was for the humble; the heavier
loads were for the humble; bureaucracy was for the
humble; the minor wages for the humble; just a
certain education for the humble; long queues for
the humble; long wait for the humble; pain and
despise for the humble; but, I certainly say unto
you that this abuse which is not of the Father’s
Scriptures, comes to its end; for the end of the
exploitative materialism is coming; a strange life
system based on gold falls; a life system which
came out of a group of ambitious demons; a life
system which is unknown in the Kingdom of
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Heavens; for no one exploits no one there; I verily
say unto you that because of the so-called capitalism, none of you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for every innocence was divided; and no
divided spirit enters the Kingdom of Heavens; likewise the so-called religions, divided the world in
many beliefs; being there only one God; behold the
telepathic complement of Revelation, of the divine
parable that was taught to you: Only satan divides
and he divides himself; satan is the own life system;
they are the same ones who built your hopes up
with gold; for no one who followed them, shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; that is why it was
written: May the left be aware of what the right
does; which means: May every poor and exploited
be aware of the morality of the rich; for no rich
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor will their
imitators; the morality of the poor and the humble,
is the one that is closer to the Kingdom of Heavens;
and by getting corrupted due to the contact with
how the rich think, the humble get further away
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from the Kingdom of Heavens; for you shall be
judged instant by instant; second by second; idea
by idea; molecule by molecule; cell by cell; virtue
by virtue; I verily say unto you that the Final Judgment that all of you requested, is for all what you
are; for the most microscopic that your mind
thought or imagined; for everything that you saw,
touched, thought, smelt, everything is judged; I
verily say unto you that he who did not think in a
common love for the rest, shall not find common
love out of the Earth; if you were selfish in your
thinking, even if it had been just for one molecule,
you shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for
molecules and virtues got to know a common philosophy in the Father; they got to know equality;
an equality that every human spirit promised to
cultivate on Earth; and among all the philosophies
that men gave themselves in this world, only communism which came out of the long-suffering
people of capitalism, is the one that is closer to the
Celestial Communism of the Kingdom of Heavens;
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for the most minimal similarity to what is of the
Kingdom, is awarded by Father Jehovah; similarity
is living before the Father; and every similarity that
tried to imitate what is of the Father, even in the
most microscopic, is great in the Kingdom of Heavens; and being great, it defends the spirit that
exalted it on Earth; I verily say unto you that he
who did not exalt his own virtues, shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; for his virtues shall
accuse him before the Father; no one requested to
distort anyone; nor distort himself; all those who
thought according to money, distorted their virtues; for money is not of the Kingdom of Heavens;
if money was of the Kingdom, its own celestial
happiness would not exist; money is a selfish form
of seeing what is fair; an imperfect way which came
out of little evolved creatures; creatures that were
influenced by the exterior; by what the eyes saw;
not by the interior; that is why no rich understands
the spiritual philosophy; it is their struggle; these
spirits promised the Father not to let themselves
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be influenced by the exterior; for what is exterior
turns into dust; nor does the interior spirit take
anything from the exterior; not a single molecule
of anything; I verily say unto you that all the philosophies that this world has had, are philosophies
that turn into dust; for all of them are influenced
by the exterior; it was said that from dust you are
and to dust you shall return; dust for what is microscopic; and dust for trialing a philosophy which is
not from the Kingdom of Heavens; capitalism
which adored gold, for they made it their standard,
is the most backward of philosophies; for because
of capitalism, none of you shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; it is more likely for one who did not
get to know a philosophy that divided their fellow
beings to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for
one who got to know it and lived it; behold the fall
of capitalism; behold the fall of a world that got
divided because of a group of ambitious beings;
who got allied with the force; teaching the world
an illegal legality before the Father; no one who
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was illegal before the Father’s Scriptures, shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every life system
is illegal before the Father, when it does not take
the Father into account; when it does not consider
His divine mandates; I verily say unto you that the
Father’s laws, divide no one; on the contrary, they
unify matter and spirit; behold the Ark of Covenants; the communism of spirituality with materiality; the living destiny of each one, is not to get
divided, but to get unified in a common law; he
who did not think in his own philosophy, in any
unification, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for everyone in this world requested the Father
to unify in their laws, what was not unified; to
complete in their laws what was done incomplete;
your life system is incomplete without the Father;
and nothing incomplete shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; behold the doctrine of men; doctrines
that do not know where they came from nor where
they are going to; deceitful doctrines, which entertained the world; illusory doctrines, only what is
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of the Father is eternal; and they did not take it
into account; that is why none of this world shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for they were indifferent towards the divine mandate; I verily say unto
you that all of you should have known my Scriptures by memory; for you requested to know the
Father above everything; above every illusion;
above every life system; I verily say unto you that
every forgetfulness towards the Father, covers the
visible and invisible; what is big and microscopic;
what one sees and what one does not see; instant
by instant; molecule by molecule; Were you not
taught that your Creator is everywhere? Therefore,
nothing is left to fate in His justice; not even the
microbes of your world; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of an entire world created by
men; the planetary dwelling was molded according
to men; and not according to the Father above
everything; behold the rebelliousness of this world;
a rebelliousness that has been being perpetuated
from generation to generation; what is illegal was
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taught as being legal; this world that came out of
men, shall not remain in the human evolution; for
it is more likely for a primitive world that did not
violate His law to remain, than for a civilized world
that violated it; I verily say unto you that from this
world which adored gold, shall not even its remembrance remain in the time of the future; you shall
be called the followers of satan; for you lived being
divided in every order of things; and only satan
divides and he divides himself; behold the Alpha
world or world of the beginning; a world created
by the human self-interests; a world that was led
by the most backward beings that the human gender has had; for they never surmised the infinite
power of the Father; behold your blind guides;
because of these blinds you shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that
there is no greater blindness than not understanding one’s own Creator; for that leads one to darkness; this world came out to its end; for the
Revelation has arrived; the events of it shall speak
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by themselves; the events that you shall witness,
do not need any better explanation; for all of you
shall be their actors; behold the facts that you yourselves requested; for everything is requested in the
Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that all
the mysteries that you yourselves requested, in
order to be trialed in life shall be revealed; now you
shall know the origin of everything; you did not
know them before, for you requested the oblivion
of all your past for your trials of life; a past that
was initiated in the suns Alpha and Omega of the
galaxy Trino; I verily say unto you that nothing
exists that does not have its galactic history; for no
one is disinherited; neither matter nor spirit; even
your microbes have a story that was initiated out
of the Earth; I verily say unto you that everything
from outside, is inside; for you are creators of facts,
who being born from the inside, are materialized
outside; there is no fact in you which is not an
invisible idea first; you came out from the invisible
and from the invisible you got materialized; behold
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the attribute and quality of your lives; which you
yourselves requested; I verily say unto you that the
attributes and qualities of the existing lives in the
universe, have no end; nothing in the Father has
it; many believe as being the unique ones in the
universe; none of them shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for they limit the power of their own
Creator; Were you not taught that what is of God
is infinite? And why did you keep on doubting the
Father’s power? Behold the punishment to all
those who saw and considered the Father’s things
superficially; they did not search for Him; though
they promised it in the Kingdom of Heavens; these
backward spirits requested to search for Him and
study Him amidst a life whose origin would be
momentarily forgotten; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of those who did not search;
behold the fall of millions of mundane spirits; for
them was it written: He who searches shall find; if
one does not search for the Father, a single instant
in life, When will they find Him? What award can
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they claim for? I verily say unto you that no one
who did not search for Him, shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who was
mute, blind and deaf to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who being more perfect, did not
search for Him; ungratefulness has never been
awarded in the Kingdom of Heavens; there are
many kinds of ungratefulness; it is enough to have
one second or less of ungratefulness, and one does
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto
you that one second or less of divisive feeling is
enough, and one does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; it is more likely for one who had common
feelings to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for
one who had them by dividing his own ideas.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 58.-
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THE SO-CALLED CAPITALISM IS NOT A PHILOSOPHY
IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR ANY TIME THAT
IT EMERGES ON SOME PLANET, IT DOES NOT TAKE
THE FATHER’S SCRIPTURES INTO ACCOUNT, WHEN
IT CREATES A LIFE SYSTEM.Yes little son; the so-called capitalism is not known
in the Kingdom of Heavens; for money is not known;
nothing that means selfishness is known; capitalism is the maximum arrogance that came out of
the Kingdom of Heavens; for the spirits who exercise capitalism were created in the Kingdom; the
Kingdom of Heavens is infinite; but, evil contemplates from afar what takes place in the Kingdom;
behold a Revelation never given before: beyond
your world there are events which are from the
macrocosm; away from you, who are in an world
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isolated from the great events of the Kingdom;
the Macrocosm is the own Kingdom of Heavens;
where what is limited in you, becomes infinite and
gigantic; nothing has any limits in the Kingdom of
Heavens; everything grows there and never ever
stops growing; behold a divine law that was said to
you in other terms; Were you not taught that your
God is infinite? Infinite means what has no end; in
everything imaginable; indeed if I gave you a power
so that you could contemplate the Macrocosm, you
would certainly be filled with dread; for you are not
accustomed to witness what has no limits; a terrible complex of inferiority would take hold of you;
the hearts of many would get paralyzed; this complex of inferiority before infinity was announced
to you in other divine words: From dust you are
and to dust you shall return; from the microscopic
you are and to the microscopic you shall return;
for you are from the microcosm; I verily say unto
you that every Macrocosm or Kingdom of Heavens, emerged from an invisible physical idea; this
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Revelation was said to you in other terms in the
Scriptures: One has to be very little and humble in
order to become great in the Kingdom of Heavens;
from idea to planet; from your physical thinking
to a material planet; I verily say unto you that the
Thinking Expansive Universe’s matter, came out
of all the opposite said by men; every materiality
comes out of the own spirituality; including the
planets; Is there anything impossible for the Creator of the Universe? Behold no wise man of this
world has found the real beginning of the Earth; for
no one searched in the Scriptures; no one searched
in his humility; for studying the Father is one of the
greatest kinds of humility that exists; it is to break
the own materialistic illusion; which measures
everything within a microscopic present; which
because of its little evolution, does not go back
to other dimensions; when the wise men of this
world try to explain the origin of their own selves
and of the own planet, they do not come out of the
exterior; only what the eyes see in a tiny present;
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behold no wise man of this world shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for no wisdom that did not
recognize the Father over the own wisdom, shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; since there have
been wise men in this world, no one has entered
the Kingdom; nor shall any of them enter; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of every wise
man who forgot the Creator of wise men.-

Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows that the
flying saucers penetrate infinite heavens; each
heaven is a dimension turned into a present; and
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as one advances through the cosmos, infinite colored heavens come out to meet you; as one advances
going through suns, worlds of all the imagined
forms start appearing; suns of sizes that would
cause fear; just as you see them daily; So it is divine
Father Jehovah, by your divine grace, I see gigantic beings;
I see the divine Solar Mother Omega; I see that every
known virtue is a gigantic sun; I see enormous flying
saucers; I see that beyond this microscopic planet Earth,
everything exists; So it is little son; that is why you
were taught that Father Jehovah is infinite in his
creation; And I see divine Father, shining solar cords
which suns and flying saucers are united with; are they
the same cords which I see my terrestrial brothers with?
So it is little son; what is up above is the same as
down below; even the microbes have got their solar
cords; So I see divine Father Jehovah; I have also seen
the Earth’s solar cord; I also see the Earth with a notorious inclination in its polar axle; why divine Father Jehovah? Admirable observation you have made little
son; I shall explain it to you: The Earth from the
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right instant in which Adam and Eve violated the
divine law of obedience to the Father, the Earth’s
polar axle stopped being parallel to its molecules;
for what comes out of the spirit reverberates in
matter; this deviation is imperceptible; as the centuries passed by, and gradually, the Earth’s polar
axle has reached 42º of deviation; this deviation
brought along the seasons; for in the microscopic
paradise of Adam and Eve there was only one season; and it was the eternal Spring; just as you see
it little son; So it is divine Father Jehovah; I can see the
divine microscopic Paradise; I can see that all its creatures
are telepathic; and I can see that even the elements talk
to the thinking beings; I see that the paradise was the
size of a little ping pong ball; So it is little son; and is
written in the Scriptures of Father Jehovah; I remember now divine Father Jehovah; your divine Word says:
One has to be very little and humble in order to become
great in the Kingdom of Heavens; So it is little son;
and he who has not been very little and humble
does not enter the Father’s Kingdom; How can one
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become great divine Father? It is also in my Scriptures;
make memory; I remember now divine Father Jehovah;
your divine Word says: every spirit is born again; So it
is little son; to be born again is to reincarnate again;
a law can be interpreted in many ways; and it does
not stop being the same law; as the Father’s creatures get to know more and more existences,
greater is the knowledge that the spirit acquires;
and also the physical; for I verily say unto you that
all of you were microbes; not only you but the
entire universe; there is no nature that has not been
a microbe; for the laws of the Father have neither
a beginning nor an end; they have no limit either
in space or time; they are not only for one world;
but for infinite worlds; I verily say unto you that
this Revelation shall fill the mean spirits with
shame; mean towards the Father; for they take
power away from the Father from the rest of the
Universe; these backward and ignorant spirits subordinate the Father’s power, to their microscopic
calculations; I verily say unto you that he who
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denied power to the Father on Earth, they shall be
denied in the Kingdom of Heavens; all of you were
trialed in life; and no one requested the Father to
diminish or take power away from Him; not even
in the most microscopic that you could imagine;
the Kingdom of Heavens is a dimension that has
no end; it has never had it nor shall it ever have it;
the Kingdom of Heavens is at the same time infinite heavens; I verily say unto you that the remote
galaxies are formed by galactic families; just as you
are; every organization of the microcosm, is
repeated in the macrocosm; what is up above is the
same as down below; just as you have a routine, in
other worlds happens the same; I verily say unto
you that millions of worlds observe you; and look
at you with an accustomed indifference; they are
used to doing it; what would be a miracle to you,
it is a normal and routine thing to infinite creatures
of the universe; for they have been born a greater
number of times; they know more of the essence
of infinite kinds of matter, which infinite worlds
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are constituted of; and at the same time others
observe them; they know more about the essence
of the infinite kinds of matter, which infinite worlds
are constituted of; and at the same time others
observe them; and these by others; the observation
is an eternal succession; it has neither a beginning
nor an end; only the Father knows what the universe does not know; and they request to be born
again in order to know what the Father knows; but,
the Father is unreachable in his divine wisdom; I
verily say unto you that the presence of the material universe is due to the cause that came out of
children who search for the Father’s wisdom; the
worlds, the suns, the galaxies, the universes, and
everything that exists, existed and shall exist, is
wisdom through which the Father passed; behold
the maximum expression of the spiritual merit; the
maximum expression is also a creation in the
Father; for everything known came out of Him; and
for having undergone everything, He is everywhere;
I verily say unto you that of all what the Father
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created, his divine mandates are the first above
everything; for the living Word turned into Scripture or Doctrine, carries His divine attribute and
quality, which came out of His free will; it is the
closest to what the Father thought in respect to a
determined world; I verily say unto you that your
life system called capitalism, is hypocritical before
the Father; for it exploits the world and at the same
time begs the Father; it kills and implores the
Father’s protection; it violates many laws and
speaks about the Father; I verily say unto you that
no hypocritical capitalist, shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; nor any of them shall enter; nor the
followers of this strange life system; the life that
you requested is life that has life; and every life
complains about a bad spirit before the Father; the
own life made a covenant with your spirit; and both
promised each other not to muddy innocence in
any imagined way; for both knew by not keeping
innocence, no one would enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; and the capitalist life system, muddied
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the innocence of an entire world; for they did not
lead themselves by the Father’s Scriptures; certainly he who does not take the guide into account,
gets lost; that is what happened to this strange life
system; a system idealized by a group of ambitious
spirits; the most backward that has ever existed in
this world; so backward that none of those who
got to know it, shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
capitalism is unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens
due to its own selfishness; none of you requested
to be exploited and nor any of you requested to
exploit others; in any imagined way; your life system shames the fair beings of the Kingdom; for it
is based on self-interest; the violation to everything
that is of the Father comes out of your life system;
every merit that you believe is so, is not; for it is a
merit that distorts the merit created by the Father;
your merit is a traded merit; and I verily say unto
you that every merit is living before the Father; and
every merit that came out of any commerce, complains to the Father; and every spirit has to respond
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for that; behold all of you who got to know this
strange life system, shall have your weeping and
gnashing of teeth; he who did not get to know it,
shall not have it; it is more likely for one who did
not get to know gold as a basis of a life system to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who
got to know it; the first one has got merit, which
shall defend him before the Father; the second one
has got a merit, which shall be ashamed before the
Father; in the first one there is an award; in the
second one a punishment; for it shall be requested
by the living merit; I verily say unto you that all
your virtues are living before the Father; you shall
meet them in your Final Judgment; for the judgment is not only for your spirit, but for all that
accompanied him during life; life is composed of
laws that the greatest part of them you just feel,
but you do not understand them; for they are trialed in life; just as your understanding is trialed; I
verily say unto you that the understanding is also
living before the Father; and according to how the
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spirit cared about it, such shall be his attitude
toward the Father; life is composed of molecules
and virtues; physics harmonizes with the thinking;
every body of flesh is harmonic with a melody
whose notes are the ideas; and I verily say unto you
that every idea has weight, form, geometry, sound,
space, philosophy; all what you were in life is contained in your own ideas, which travel to the cosmos; behold your galactic seed; behold the salt of
life; for from your own ideas that you generated in
life, your Creator creates your own future body of
flesh; it is them, the invisible ideas the ones that
will give you a future living destiny; for one has to
be very little and humble as an invisible idea is, in
order to become great in the Kingdom of Heavens;
to become a creature who passed from idea to
microbe; and from a microbe to a body of flesh;
whose sizes shall never have any limits; nothing of
the Father has; I verily say unto you that every
being born again has been being repeated infinite
times; and it shall be repeated forever and ever; the
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eternal succession of the existences, is a cause that
came out of the Father; for precisely nothing in
Him has got any limits; the number of lives that at
every instant His spirits request Him, does not
know any limits; when the spirit is born again, he
gets to know what in other way he would not know;
there is the solar television in the Kingdom of
Heavens; or universal television; where the story
of the planets that have been in space are seen;
those who are and those who there shall be; there
the spirits see what they would like to live; and
after they see it, they request it to the Father; for
the greatest merit that exists in the Father is to live
a life that one does not know; it is to undergo the
experience; to put into action all the molecules and
virtues that make covenants with spirit; behold a
divine law by which all pass; every spirit traverse
the Kingdom of Heavens in a state of innocence;
he sees and observes the infinity; he sees the living
marvels of the Father; he sees the births of the
future worlds; he sees their solar mothers; he sees
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the seas of milk of the material planets; he sees
how the reincarnations are made; he sees the celestial kingdoms with their celestial parents in the
respective living philosophy; who recognize one
sole God only; he sees the galaxies that there were
and do not exist anymore; he sees from far away
the worlds of darkness or prohibited worlds; for
everything imagined exists; behold a history that
came from other histories; for everything goes back
to a past that has no end; just like each one of us,
with no exception, has got his own story in life,
which was to be lived, likewise happens in the
remote galaxies, in the macrocosm; what is up
above is the same as down below; you are microscopic stories; away from you in the macro, there
are gigantic stories; for what is of the Father has
no limits in anything; and you shall become the
macro; for everything gigantic was a microbe in
eternal expansion; he attained it by being born
again in an infinite number; I verily say unto you
that he who did not believe in being born again,
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shall not be born again; for the entire eternity shall
deny him; every negation in respect to what is of
the Father, every denial in respect to what is of the
Father, influences out of the Earth; for at any point
in the universe, the spirit shall find laws that came
out of a same God; so it is that every creator of
capitalism shall find himself alone out of the Earth;
for his capitalist creation is not of the worlds of
light; it is of the worlds of darkness; behold the
fear that takes hold of these spirits when they see
that everyone flees from their presence; for out of
the Earth, all are telepathic; they read their minds;
they read their violation to the Father; they read
their strange morality which comes out of ambition; they read their future; they read the scene
they will have in the judgment before the Father;
and they read their destiny of continuing living out
of the Kingdom of Heavens; they even see their
future reincarnations; behold nothing is hidden
out of this world; the spirit sees with astonishment, that eternity is as real as the nature that he
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got to know on the remote planet Earth; he sees
with amazement that no one knows the so-called
religions; he sees that he has just left a planet with
so much ignorance; and the spirit feels an immense
sadness when he remembers his loved ones; a sadness due to the erroneous concepts that they have
of the Creator; How to tell them that they are in a
scam! But, time keeps on vanishing; for as the spirit
gets away from the Earth, this with all its influence
that exerted on the spirit’s life, continues turning
minimal in the spirit; the marvels that he sees as
he advances through the cosmos minimizes the
importance of what he believed was the only world
in the universe; behold another weeping and gnashing of teeth for millions and millions of spirits who
did not believe in the Father’s marvels; for in the
measure that was believed, is the portion of wonders to see; he who believed nothing and did not
make any mental effort in order to imagine it, shall
see nothing; only darkness created by his own skepticism; behold each one makes his own spiritual
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happiness; he who did not cultivate faith, did not
cultivate anything; for he shall not even see the
mountains of other worlds.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 63.-
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ALL THOSE WHO DEFENDED THE STRANGE LIFE
SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD, IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE,
WERE INFINITELY WRONG; INSTANT BY INSTANT,
DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR LIVES; THIS
ERROR IS PAID INSTANT BY INSTANT ALL THE SAME;
SECOND BY SECOND; THIS JUSTICE CORRESPONDS
TO THE BIBLICAL TERM THAT SAYS: ABOVE EVERYTHING; A TERM THAT WAS REQUESTED BY THE FREE
WILL OF THE HUMAN SPIRITS; FROM THE MOMENT
A LIFE SYSTEM IS NOT FAIR, SUCH LIFE SYSTEM IS
NOT OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR NOTHING
UNFAIR EXISTS IN THE KINGDOM; THIS WAS THE
TREMENDOUS BLINDNESS OF THOSE WHO IMAGINED THAT ONLY THROUGH THE POWER OF GOLD,
ONE COULD LIVE; THIS MEANS THAT THOSE WHO
THOUGHT THAT WAY, IN THER LIFE TRIALS, ARE
AND WERE THE MOST BACKWARD IN THE HUMAN
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EVOLUTION.Yes little son; all those who thought that the
strange life system, which came out of gold was
the only one, fell in the trials of life; they forgot
that the immorality that always characterized this
strange life system, is not of the Father’s divine
morality; such immorality is not even in the divine
Commandments of the Father, nor in his divine
Gospel; those who got fanaticized by the strange
life system, based on gold, got fanaticized with
immorality; they served another master; a master
of darkness; and at the same time they made themselves be called christians; and one cannot serve
two masters; one cannot serve two tendencies, and
say that he is serving one; for he who served two
masters in the trials of life, divided his award; and
no one who got divided in the trials of life, divided
his award; and no one who got divided in the trials of life, no one enters the Kingdom of Heavens;
for no one requested the Father to get divided in
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the spiritual morality; no one requested to imitate
satan; who divided His angels in the Kingdom;
behold the psychology that came out of a strange
life system; a strange psychology that divided
every spiritual innocence; which made him know
a strange self-interest; when every spirit requested
a cause of life, they requested to imitate in their
cause, the morality that they saw in the Kingdom of
Heavens; when one requested the Father to know
the human life, no one thought about the strange
life system, based on gold; for that does not exist in
the Kingdom of Heavens; nothing unfair exists in
the Kingdom; the fall of the human gender was initiated by a group of ambitious spirits; who making
use of a strange licentiousness, built their hopes up
on power and priviledge, in the present that they
were to live; without caring for the immorality and
injustice that the idealized system had in it; the
strange life system based on possession makes the
creatures delay, instead of making them advance;
it encloses them in just one present; and all are
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influenced by a strange psychology that miniaturizes eternity; behold all those who let themselves
be influenced by microscopic concepts, shall not
get to know the macrocosm; which are the own
Kingdoms of Heavens; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of an entire world; of a world that
was deluded and deceived; for no one enters the
Kingdom of Heavens again; I verily say unto you
that if you had not gotten to know such strange and
immoral life system, all of you would have entered
the Kingdom of Heavens; for your morality and
your innocence, would not be divided; your morality and your innocence would be the same, which
you had in the Kingdom of Heavens; the trials of
life consisted in knowing new sensations, and not
getting divided; it consisted in still keeping innocence, simplicity and naturalness; when the strange
life system of gold gave you vanity, it corrupted
you; it denatured you; the ephemeral and the ignorance of those who created the so-called capitalism, created in everyone, strange complexes to the
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spirit; and the greatest of the strange complexes
was the desire of possessing gold; such desire
was not requested by anybody in the Kingdom of
Heavens; for Scriptures and Commandments were
requested, which had a completely opposite morality to such strange request; in the requests of life
no one contradicts himself; for all try to imitate
the greatest love towards the Father; those who
gave you such strange life system as an inheritance,
started wrongly; it was the seed of your tragedy;
for they did not give a life system according to the
Father’s divine Gospel; but, according to the laws
of gold; what is of the Father was love and equality;
the gold thing was calculation and cunning; that
is why the strange complex of distrust is in you; a
complex which no one requested; behold it is just
enough for you to have had just one second of the
strange distrust towards your brothers, in the trials of life, and you shall not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; nor has any distrustful being of this world
entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; behold all
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the imperfections that this strange life system carried, falls back on you; on those who lived in the
laws of gold; behold your strange and unknown life
system, called capitalism, constitutes an scandal
and an immorality, in the Kingdom of Heavens; and
it is not the only system that causes scandal; for
no one is unique in the universe; only the Father
is so; in other infinite planets earths, other many
demons who requested to know another world of
the light, also took the strange licentiousness of
not taking the Father into account, in the creation
of planetary life systems; for the divine creation
of the Father is so infinite, that a given event is
repeated in infinite little points suspended in space,
called planets; this is what among other infinities,
the divine term: What is up above is the same as
down below, means.-
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Yes little son; the backwardness of the world
emerged from the strange laws of gold, is paid
by the creators of such strange life system; the
peoples pay nothing; what the peoples pay is their
own faults; faults and sins reduced to a quarter of
its entirety; this quarter is the angle of the Firstborn Son; the everything above everything is represented by the circle Omega; since the strange
world of gold had many philosophies in its strange
licentiousness, the circle Omega gets divided by
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four; this means that nobody of this world, enters
the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has anyone ever been
able to enter, since the world is world; the trials
of life, requested by any human spirit, consisted
as such in not getting divided; which means that
men should have created another life system; they
should have done it without measuring nor calculating; measurement and calculation in possession
is what constitutes the tragedy of this humanity;
the material inheritance got perpetuated; meanness took over the human spirit; it limited it and
deluded it; I verily say unto you that every effort
of perfection, within this seed, does not give celestial points in order to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for one got to know what should have never
known; for the everything above everything is in
the divine sentence-term; Above all the imaginable
things; and within all things is what should have
never been known; certainly what you should have
never known, divides your fruit; no one receives
it completely; if you received it completely, you
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would enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold every
divided fruit does not enter the Father’s glory; for
he imitated satan; he who never saw a sin in others, enters the Kingdom of Heavens; for not even
his living vision would have a complaint before
the Father; everything microscopic that the mind
can imagine, becomes living before the Father; and
what is living complains to the Father; so it is that
every vice one, whether it is in tobacco, drugs, alcohol, have to confront the accusation of millions and
millions of pores of flesh; which they infected and
condemned with their strange vices; for neither
spirit nor pore requested vice; every vice emerged
from a strange comfort of the own spirit; and from a
strange licentiousness, which came out of a doubtful and unknown morality; the own life system fed
the strange practices called vice; Woe betide the
vice people of this world! They shall depart from
this life with blood tears; woe betide the corruptors of planets! For none of them shall see the light
anymore; until they have paid the last second of
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vice, of their own lives; woe betide the corruptors
of children! It would have been better for them not
to have requested the Father, the trials of life; for
they would not have to confront one more judgment; for as every spirit is born to life again, is
that every spirit has been born many times; and he
shall be born infinite times more; and in each new
experience called life, every spirit leaves a balance
of debts; in each new existence, every spirit promises Father Jehovah to mend himself, get better,
improve; behold the return of the spirits; behold
the forgetfulness of the past is risen to them; a forgetfulness that they themselves requested, for they
did not know it; everything imaginable is requested
to the Father; even old age was requested to the
Eternal; for you did not know old age on Earth;
every transformation in your physical and mental
development was requested by your own selves;
behold everything that you requested exteriorly,
returns to the dust of the elements; remaining the
salt of life, just as you feel the own living; after your
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physical hustle and bustle end, when the body of
flesh dies, you keep on feeling and thinking; death
is just a transformation; you observe, listen, but
you cannot express yourselves to the living ones;
for the magnetic saturation called matter, left you;
many spirits in virtue of their free wills, take the
licentiousness of trying to return to the world of
the living; such intention is a violation to the divine
law of the Father; for such attempts to return to
life, on the part of such spirits, is not written in
the Kingdom of Heavens; no spirit requested the
Father to interrupt the events of others, in the trials of life; behold the weeping and gnashing of
teeth of every so-called psychic, who emerged in
the strange life system, which came out of gold; for
he who preferred the spirits, goes with the spirits;
but, he does not go with the Father; behold every
spirit is judged in the Kingdom of Heavens; and
along with them, those who communicated with
them, being in a life trial; and nevertheless, nobody
forbade them; this is because of the attribute and
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quality of the requested free wills, by the human
gender; for I verily say unto you that every free will
is requested to the Father; for everything imaginable was requested to God; I verily say unto you
that the free wills of the creatures of the future,
shall not get to know your strange licentiousness,
which made you live many religious beliefs, being
there just one God only; a strange licentiousness
that made you imitate satan; for the demon took
the strange licentiousness of dividing the Father’s
angels in the Kingdom; division up above and division down below; what is up above is the same
as down below; behold every divided one does
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every imitator of satan does not enter the Father’s Kingdom;
behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of the
world called christian; whose religious guides did
not have the mental ability of unifying the world
of faith, into one sole psychology of the truth in
the Father; anticipating the divine Father Jehovah to this fall of the so-called religious, in their
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life trials, is that He wrote in his divine Gospel:
Blind guides who draw apart other blinds from
the Kingdom of Heavens; for the most microscopic
divided thinking, makes the spirit not to enter the
Father’s Kingdom; the so-called religious who gave
themselves the best studies, did not realize that
the term humble included every microscopic idea,
generated by they themselves; the divine judgment
starts from oneself.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 132.-
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IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, THE INFLUENCE OF THE
OWN LIFE SYSTEM OVER THE SPIRIT EMERGED;
IN THE DIVINE JUDGMENT OF GOD, THE FIRSTBORN SON SHALL CALCULATE IN EACH ONE, THE
DEGREE OF INFLUENCE THAT THE POSSESSION OF
THINGS EXERTED IN EACH ONE; IT IS A DISCOUNT
IN EXISTENCES OF LIGHT; FOR THE STRANGE AND
UNKNOWN LIFE SYSTEM CALLED CAPITALISM HAD
NOT BEEN REQUESTED TO GOD BY ANYBODY; FOR
NO ONE REQUESTS UNFAIR THINGS TO GOD; IT IS
MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO IN HIS IDEALS, NEVER
APPROVED AN UNFAIR LIFE SYSTEM TO ENTER
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE WHO
APPROVED IT.So it is little son; just as you used to think when
you were a child; the life system which they called
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capitalism, no one had requested it to the Creator;
for when the spirits make Him their requests, such
requests are selfless; which means that the human
requests had the influence of the Kingdom of
Heavens; for nothing self-interested exists in the
Kingdom where one came out of, it is the same as
the environment where one lives; the influence of
the place influences on the ideas and the determinations; the life system with possession of things,
is not of God; and much less in worlds of trials
where everyone is passing by; for it is a world that
perpetuates for centuries and for generations, a
strange complex that leads nowhere; the creatures
are prisoners of something that when they die,
they do not take along a single molecule; it is one
of the most strange sensations; the material possessions of things, delays the spirit in respect to
illustration; his advance towards the planets of
illustration, becomes slow; for the mental interest
gets divided between possessing and learning; giving oneself to knowledge is not complete; and one
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only gets to God by knowledge; humanity chose a
life system in which they overlooked the improvement of their own sensations and virtues; what is
intimate was left aside in order to give place to a
strange, cold and calculating psychology; this psychology, the mother of selfishness, is the great
beast that entered the human spirits; this beast to
which one had to oppose mental resistance, is measured in unit of influence; this measurement shall
be given by the Son of God; it is a measurement
that takes into account all the circumstances of the
being during the trials of life; for each one is judged
according to their acts; and the first ones who shall
be called to judgment shall be the so-called authorities, the ones that were in charge of others; all the
individuals who were authorities, it would have
been better for them to have demanded laws to the
citizens, in which what is of God had been taken
into account; for he who did not do it, shall simply
be considered a traitor of what he himself promised
in the Kingdom of Heavens; this means that all
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that was requested and promised to God, before
coming to the human life, is demanded to have
been fulfilled in the divine Judgment of God; this
is what the divine mandate-law that said: Thou
shalt adore thy God and Lord above everything,
meant; above all the positions of authority that one
had in the trials of life; this divine mandate includes
the everything above everything of oneself; for the
Creator gave everything; and He demands divine
justice to everything; for He transforms everything
giving them destiny; when humanity requested
God the trials of life, they did not request Him
harmful influences which as time passed by, would
distort them before His divine eyes; no one requests
his own perdition to God; for being Him infinitely
loving, such request has no sense; the perdition of
so many beings of the strange life system called
capitalism, came out of men; it did not come out
of God; therefore, the creators of capitalism pay
their work of corruption; they should have known
how to choose a life system; the trials of life
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consisted in not making a mistake; the term Trial
meant an opportunity with a divine judgment;
opportunities are requested to God, just as the
forms of life are requested to Him; and it is more
likely for those who considered that the human life
was a trial to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than
for those who did not considered it that way; for
it was written that every spirit is trialed in life; the
creators of the strange and unknown capitalism
did not give due importance to the trials of life; the
strange complex to gold made them blind; and they
were excited by a strange and ephemeral empire;
a product of the strange complex to gold; a complex
in their individualities that not even them requested
to define; it wa the beast that reincarnated in them;
it was the strange influence that in the divine judgment of God, shall be transformed into a beast; for
all the sensations of the spirit shall become materialized in the living laws of God; even the generated ideas in the trials of life shall become
materialized; when the unfair gets materialized, it
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turns into a monstrosity; what is fair turns into a
paradise; the beast is native to the galaxies of darkness; in whose worlds their creatures have not
overcome yet the stage of the complex of possession; in order to attain such detachment, is that
the spirits who want to advance, request an opportunity to God; they request a trial of life; for in
order to aspire to the divine awards of God, one
has to plan improvement in oneself; and take care
of such improvement; what comes out of oneself
is the greatest merit before God; he who makes no
effort, attains nothing; it is more likely for one who
got to know the effort in the trials of life to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who did not
get to know it; the entire effort of the so-called
capitalism is a divided effort; for their creators did
not conceive the unification of the planet; the trials
of life consisted in unifying it; the strange complex
brought from strange galaxies, prevented them
from doing it; they fell again into the division of
their fellow-beings; the fact that the world has been
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divided in nations, beliefs, and being subject to
unequal laws; many said during the trials of life
that it was impossible to unify humanity; those
who said so, they made the impossible for not
entering the Kingdom of Heavens; they did not
represent what is most evolved of the human gender; and they should have realized it, before casting
the first stone of pessimism; for these beings shall
curse having had a mouth; they had requested a
mouth in order to unify planets and gain them for
the light; for they already knew of the division of
satan in the Kingdom of Heavens; the trials of life
consisted in not falling into pessimism; for one had
come to life in order to measure one’s own capacities; one had come in order to expand them; no
one came to stop oneself nor to play the role of
retrograde; the strange division that came out of
the beast, distorted the human character; it turned
him into a mundane one for comfort; the human
ideas generated second by second, did not attain
heavens; nor they attained existences of the light;
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the only thing that they attained was division; second by second the humanity of the beast, attained
what was not of the Kingdom of Heavens; they
attained darkness that draws the creature away
from the Kingdom of God; the fall or drawing away
from the Kingdom of God, took place second by
second; and for each second they lost one existence
of light; for what is of God has no limits; the strange
influence that gold exerted on the human beings,
was a strange magnetism that remained written in
the human aura; the discount that those who were
influenced shall have will be by seconds; in which
for each second of the strange influence of gold
lived, is equivalent to losing one existence of light;
this means that humanity should have never
accepted the strange life system, called capitalism;
they should have never accepted a life system based
on unequal laws; they should not have accepted a
form of perpetual injustice; for not a single molecule of the injustices that produced what is unequal,
remains without justice; the world fell asleep in
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what is unfair and did not struggle against it; the
trials of life consisted in struggling against what is
unfair in any of its manifestations; including the
own life system; the Son of God gave the first example in the world; He was the first who told the
wealthy romans and the wealthy Jews, that none
of them, not a single one of them would enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; and they did not like such
divine warning; and that is why they intrigued and
killed him; what the rich and the roman emperors
did was continued being done by the rich of all the
epochs, during the reign of the beast; this gave
place to a multitude of martyrs; they shall be the
first in being resurrected in the divine judgment of
God; and their murderers too; for the divine judgment is individual, being all the parts present; the
own rich of the roman era, were the same rich of
all the epochs; for the spirits are born again, in
order to know a new life; requesting new existences
to God constitutes the opportunity of mending
what was done wrong in other existences; the
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culprits of the present were the culprits of the past;
all the rich of the best shall see their past on the
solar television of the Son of God; this is why it
was written: Every eye shall see; they shall see their
past existences and they shall see the Glory and
Majesty of the Son of God; they shall see how he
orders the elements of the planet and those that
are outside the planet; the trials of life consisted
in creating a fair life system, and not making anyone undergo suffering; but for the tragedy of the
human beings, those who focused on creating the
life system known by everyone, did not start by
studying themselves; they did not get to know
themselves; they projected a life system at the precise instant in which the majority of their virtues
were asleep; they were the initiators of a strange
imbalanced life system; behold the initial tragedy
that was being transmitted from father to son and
from generation to generation; what is imbalanced
was received as an inheritance and was legalized;
and almost all promised to defend it with their own
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lives; and to make sure the so-called rich created
the so-called armed forces; the feeling of love that
they had was based on what is possessive; and they
could not overcome this strange complex, for they
never ever studied themselves; they were never
interested in their interior; they did not get to know
themselves; they forgot the advice of the divine
Father Jehovah; this divine advice was that no rich
would enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for the divine
warnings of God, is also divine advice, what is of
God is not like what is human, and it is so at the
same time; in the trials of life almost all got distorted because of the beast; almost all fell asleep
in their own wellbeing; no one rejected the strange
influence of gold over the feelings; no one linked
gold with the divine warnings of God; this was the
strange sleep in the science of good; the science
that left everyone satisfied with a little money; but,
it did not enrich them in spirituality, in order to
being able to unify the planet; this strange illusion
of feeling safe with a little money, was never
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understood by the beast; for the individuals of the
beast, never understood themselves; and every
complex that they did not understand, they solved
them with committing suicide; the solution of the
coward spirits; certainly the peoples of the trials
of life, let themselves be ordered by beings who
were worthy infinitely less than them; the fact that
they never succeeded in uniting humanity proves
it, disposing of thousands of years for such achievement; if they had been of more value than the own
peoples, they would have achieved the unification
of the planet Earth; the peoples did not make the
effort of studying those who ordered them; they
let the seconds of the centuries pass by; the distortion of their individualities was constituted into a
normal law; and they tried to improve a distorted
cause; this strange improvement that came out of
men, could never overcome the emotional imbalance of their individualities; they never achieved
the philosophical unification; such was the human
tragedy in the trials of life; a strange tragedy that
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in the divine Gospel of God, was written as the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; the sleep of humanity in trials of life, was not to notice that the own
life system, second by second, constituted the tragedy of not entering the Kingdom of Heavens again;
for each second gone by had the equivalence of one
existence of life; and it constituted the unit in order
to being able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens
again; the world of trials since the first instant or
first second, in which they accepted the so-called
capitalism, gave initiation to their own fall in the
destinies of the light; for second by second, they
were drawing further away from their place of origin; when humanity accepted the so-called capitalism, they did in comfort and not in perfection; they
started with imbalance; the first creators of the
so-called capitalism, neither got impatient nor did
they relate the emerging capitalism with the content of the divine Gospel of God; no one was interested in what is of God; the strange capitalist laws
were not compared with the divine parables of God;
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this constitutes the strangest and most demoniac
comfort in the entire history of the Earth; for
because of this strange comfort, humanity shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this strange
comfort left them again without the inheritance
from heaven; for it had occurred in other existences, in other worlds; for having started as a
microbe, the human being lived many other existences; and slowly and progressively, what was a
microbe, was raising from the ground; it started to
acquire greater size; and being in the human size,
he fell again; he forgot God again when choosing
a form of life system on Earth; the continuous falls
of the spirit in his own experiences of life, makes
him perpetuate his microscopic geometry; he
makes the debts for violation of the laws of God,
take place again, in a microbe geometry; which
means that just as it was the own size when he
violated the law of God, thus shall it be likewise
too the geometric size that his body of flesh shall
have, when paying the debt; this is called in the
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Kingdom of Heavens, to continue crawling on the
dust planets; this law gets fulfilled again in the
human creature; for once more, he fell again in the
trials of life; he demonstrated again that he continues being a rock of mental hardness, in his own
evolution; anticipating the Son of God this strange
mental hardness, is that he said: Upon this rock I
shall build my Church; he meant: Upon these hard
to understand, I shall trial them in a form of faith
that they themselves shall choose; for the Son of
God always respected the free will of the creature;
so it is that his divine Doctrine did not harm the
human free will in anything; on the contrary, it
indicated them what was more convenient to them
in order to be closer to God; what happened was a
total tragedy; for the beast gave the world a strange
licentiousness in which they never agreed, in
respect to the only living God; this strange disagreement fulfilled an expansive law; which means
that it was transmitted from generation to generation, and from father to son; the mental dispersion
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became legal; each one’s distortion took place by
a strange sleep; this is why it was written: Every
spirit sleeps; the strange work of the beast left the
world of trials without unity; the beast found out
that by keeping the division between the human
creatures, it achieved immense profits; with a unified world, it attained nothing; its strange motto
was: Divide and you shall reign; the beast was the
own demon; for before the beast emerged, it had
been written eternities of time before that only
satan divides; the world of trials in its strange sleep
of centuries, did not compare this divine parable
with the reign of the so-called capitalism; the
human beings did not apply the content of the
divine Gospel of God, to their own life system; if
they had applied it, the story of the Earth would
have been another; for all the human rights are
contained in the teachings of the divine parables
of God; they have been so for centuries; and through
them the Son of God shall judge the rights that
men gave themselves in the trials of life, by means
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of the human laws; and it is more likely for one
who defended his rights in the trials of life to have
rights in the divine judgment of God, than for one
who did not defend them; and those who persecuted the rights, it would have been better for them
not to have requested the trials of the human life;
for from them such lesson shall be originated, in
the weeping and gnashing of teeth, that they themselves shall curse the own human life; the punishment of those who persecuted the rights requested
in the Kingdom of Heavens, shall be called Judgment to the Riders of the Apocalypse; for such
individuals belonged to the so-called armed forces,
who emerged during the strange reign of the beast;
they shall be called Riders of the Apocalypse, for
they had created their own Apocalypse themselves;
they belittled themselves; and there shall not be a
single molecule of mercy for them; for they did not
have it; the drama of the Riders of the Apocalypse
shall drag other millions of beings, to their own
condemnation; they will be those who applauded
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the Riders of the Apocalypse; they will be those
who applauded those who had tempted themselves
in the use of force; the sleepers of life did not know
who they applauded; and when they get to know
it, is when they are told that they shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; the trials of life constituted in discovering evil; it did not consist in
applauding them nor in praising them; if the planet
Earth had not known those who tempted themselves in using the force, many generations of
human beings, would have been able to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens again; for each second occupied in the strange practice of the so-called militarism, would have been an existence of light, of
which the spirit would be the owner; those who in
the trials of life applauded the individuals who
belonged to the so-called armed forces, what they
did was to applaud the own division of the own
award; for one could not serve two masters; one
could not live applauding something that was never
written in the divine Gospel of God; for the
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so-called militarism is not a tree planted by God;
the trees of God are trees with laws of love; they
are not trees charged with violence nor violations;
those who applauded the individuals of force,
applauded a strange unfair life system; for those
who they applauded and proclaimed belonged to
a strange and unknown life system, which no one
in humanity had requested God; they shall be called
strange by the First-born Son, and he shall not
recognize them as children of the Light; it is more
likely for those who defended the light during the
trials of life to be recognized by the Son of God as
children of the light; the strange ones will regret
infinitely not to have gotten rid of the strange indifference with which they lived in life; for such indifference shall be considered a contempt for Gods;
and such contempt is paid by seconds; each second
of strange indifference is equivalent to losing one
existence of light; this shall cause an immense
weeping and gnashing of teeth in millions of indifferent and proud ones; when on a planet of trials,
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as the Earth is, an unfair life system emerges, its
creatures who live it, are saturated in their auras
with a magnetism of darkness; each one shall see
this magnetism on the solar television of the Son
of God; this is why it was written: Every eye shall
see; all shall see what was inside it; and in order
to make the human creature avoid unpleasant
things, is that it was said and was written: Get to
know yourself; for it was the own creature in trials
of life, who got saturated in his own aura, when
doing this or that thing in life; and everything that
was done in the so-called capitalism, absolutely
everything, was distorted; therefore the auras of
the so-called occidental are distorted auras; the
only hope left was to abandon the capitalist life
system; this is why it was written: Master, what
shall I do in order to save myself? Leave your things
and what you love more, and follow me; this is
equivalent to saying: If your life system is corrupted, leave it; the term: Follow me, meant that
wherever there were healthy laws, the divine
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morality of Christ was there; each one had the
moral obligation in the trials of life, of finding a
healthy environment so to not to divide what is
good; the worst of the human gender was in the
so-called occidental world; for they had the influence of gold; and where there is an influence of
ambition, the moral decay emerges instantaneously; the own world is the witness of the beast’s
sad fall; millions of beings witness the decadence
of the beast; millions of beings witness the decadence of those who made others call them improperly, the kings of creation; the own experience
shows all the contrary; they were the kings of their
own moral decay; and it is because of that the
weeping and gnashing of teeth was announced; for
morality is the basis of every divine determination
of God; the fall of the influenced by gold, was inevitable; for with centuries of anticipation, such fall
was announced; and here we are in front of the
strangest thing; the strange phenomenon of a forgetfulness, on the part of the generations who came
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to the life trials; entire generation even by having
read the divine Gospel of God, applauded capitalism, which had been sentenced by God; this strange
phenomenon could not be explained by the psychologists of the Earth, for even them fell into the
strange forgetfulness; and within the forgetfulness,
there was a strange distortion that trap the human
creature and this legalized the so-called capitalism,
exalting it as being free; this attitude towards
something that was sentenced by God, makes the
great ones of capitalism be ashamed and ridiculed
by the Son of God, and by the masses; the emotional status of being free, shall complain against
the creators of the capitalist beast; for the so-called
capitalism is not of the Kingdom of Heavens; it is
strange to the Kingdom; and what is free is from
the Kingdom of God; the creators of the capitalist
beast, were never free; for all of them were prisoners of their own passions for having more than
others; he who longs for nothing, for not harming
others, this is really free; for he is not a prisoner
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of his complexes; the drama of the capitalist beast
consisted in having trialed something illegal before
God, what he trialed is taken away and he remains
with a trivial discount; for it was written that Jehovah gives and takes away; He takes away from the
rich the predominance that they exercised over
creatures; and those who adulated them, now
despise them; which means that Jehovah puts and
takes away sensations in is creatures, so that the
requests that the own creatures made to Him in
the Kingdom of Heavens be fulfilled; this law was
announced in the own Holy Scripture: And Jehovah
God put anger in pharaoh; and He did it in order
to trial him and for the story that came out of the
own human free will be fulfilled; the divine intervention of God is silent; it has always been so; for
he own human creature requested it to God;
humanity did not know the invisible intervention
of God, on Earth; and they requested it as a trial;
this divine Revelation shall make millions of beings
cry, for in or another form, they disowned God, for
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they did not see Him; these beings are the indifferent ones to their own selves; they are the opportunistic of life; and they even dare to say that they
believe in God without never studying Him; Woe
betide them! For they shall not have another opportunity of making fun of God; for every strange indifference and every mental emptiness towards God,
shall be considered as a mockery towards God; for
it had been taught that He was the divine Creator
of everything; this divine announcement was more
than enough so that no one forgot God; for it is
more likely for those who did not forget God a
single second of their lives to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; the drama of those who forgot God,
covers multitudes of millions of beings; whose
mentalities were limited by beings who were complexed-ridden by the same thing that they did not
understand; the so-called religious were fearful of
the true spirituality; they were afraid of what was
superior to their own thinking; they were afraid of
the common law, the only law that unifies the
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planets selflessly; the complex-ridden religious
beings opted for the easy way, they chose the beast
and they chose wrong; for they fall with the beast;
the strange alliance between capitalism and religion, has its tragic end in the weeping and gnashing
of teeth; the so-called religious never ever excommunicated the arm manufacturers; they did not
even touch them; this is why the Son of God shall
call them accomplices of the beast; they deceived
a world who by being easy-attitude minded, let
themselves be influenced by a false guide; the socalled christian world was reluctant in searching
for the truth, on their own; it was, is and shall be
and world with no proper merit; they were simple
imitators of intuitive faith; they were not beings
of illustrated faith; if they had been of an illustrated
faith, the christian world would not have fallen into
the error of worshipping images; this strange world
of faith never ever asked themselves if what they
did was or was not of God’s pleasure; they were
adventurers of their own faith; for a faith with no
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illustration is to waste time; and the divine warning
for this was in the content of the divine parable
that said: He who searches shall find; and every
search has an explanation which before God
becomes an illustration; but, the search of those
who were deluded by the world, was a strange
search that contained a strange limit; which nobody
had requested God; and it was each one’s sleep
which created their own limit by living in an infinite nature; the own projection of things was belittled by the excessive attachment to what is of the
world; the strange concept of eternity remained
reduced within the limits of a dust planet; those
who did so, shall not enter the Kingdom of God
again, for they themselves did not recognize what
had no limits, during the trials of life; they belittled
themselves according to the degree of indifference
with which they saw the value of life; the majority
of this world will be again dwarf creatures, microscopic, dusts in other existences, in other worlds;
the physical size to have in the future depends of
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the own mental work of each one; it is more likely
for one who got bigger in the interpretation of the
universe to have the opportunity of becoming a
giant, than for one who belittled such interpretation; it was written that everything would be
judged, according to the act; what the world of
trials did not realize in this divine mandate was
that the divine judgment was molecular; what is
molecular corresponded to the humble word of the
divine Gospel of God; for what more humble by its
size than a molecule? The deduction of this was
also written in the divine Gospel of God; what is
humble and little were equally divine mandates
over matter and spirit; for being God infinitely fair,
He and his divine laws, are egalitarian; for no one
is less before God; neither matter nor the spirit; he
who did not think that way in the form of faith that
he cultivated in the trials of life, fell in the trial; he
belittled the divine power of God; he falsified what
should not be falsified; he who fell by putting limits
on God, does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
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humanity should not have despised anybody; nor
even matter; for nothing was impossible to God;
the human creature was warned that God was
almighty; that He took out life from matter and
from the spirit He took out matter; the human
drama before God’s divine power, was contained
in this; the conception that each one had of God,
should have never had any limits; for such limit
comes against the one who let such strange and
unknown limit influence him; in the divine judgment of God, millions of beings shall weep because
of this limit; and they shall curse the so-called religious of the world; for they had received their influence; these strange guides of the faith, never told
them about the infinite cosmos that God had created; they never linked the infinity with faith; and
they did not do so because they were incapable
intellectually; and he who dared to do so, was persecuted by them, and did not allow him to expose
his ideas; if they did not persecute him, they isolated him; such strange abuse against the free will
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of others, is paid by seconds, molecules and ideas,
in the divine judgment of God; every abuse is paid
in the presence of the Son of God; for it is more
likely for those who never abused in the trials of
life to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for
those who took the strange licentiousness of doing
it; the religious sect or religious rock, was the
author of the fall of generations of millions of
beings; these generations sinned in being easyattitude minded; for they trusted in others, what
should have been their own search, coming from
their own selves; the human drama rested in a
small group of ignorant beings, who had interpreted the divine Gospel of God according to their
material convenience; these strange interpreters of
eternity, had nothing special; they were as imbalanced as any mundane creature could have been;
they were even influenced by gold; for they casted
the first stone by trading with the divine Sacraments; And the world did not wake up for centuries! They only woke up with the arrival of the
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divine Revelation of Father Jehovah; Blessed be
those who woke up way before the arrival of the
Lamb of God! For they shall see the light again; for
their efforts for saving the soul took place during
the time of the trials of life; it took place during
the time of trials requested to God; the greatest
merit happened during life; those who repented at
the last minute, have got less merit before God;
those who woke up at the last minute, caused
greater harm to the world; for their sleep lasted
longer; when each human creature received the
influence of the beast, became an accomplice of it;
only the revolutionaries who fought against it, are
not accomplices of the beast; and the First Revolutionary who fought against the capitalist beast
was the own Son of God; it was the Roman and
Jewish bourgeoisie the ones who plotted so that
the Son of God died; the fact that no rich of the
emerging old capitalism entered the Kingdom of
Heavens was the end to them; they did not forgive
even the Son of God; much less they forgive the
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simple mortals, who try to teach the world a greater
and superior justice to that of the beast; the reason
why the individuals who belong to the beast kill,
is the strange complex to the possession of things;
the so-called capitalists hoard a lot and they do not
study themselves why they hoard; they do not give
importance to philosophy, in order to be able to
understand life; and since their strange hoardings
lack of philosophic cause, they get easily tempted
in the use of force; for at the moment of hoarding
they did not think of the needs of the creatures of
the planet; they became materialists in the collective struggle in order to gain the daily living; the
drama of the strange rich consisted in those who
imitated them, reincarnated within their individualities the demoniac psychologies of rapine and
exploitation; the principle of the strange rich was
a principle completely lacking of love; that is
because they gave greater importance to the gaining based in calculation and shrewdness; and in
their hereditary improvement, they never quit it;
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they were rocks of mental hardness up to the end;
they did not want to put into practice to get to
know themselves, in order to rectify the errors of
the spirit; they did not give importance to God’s
divine advice; the divine Father Jehovah knew it
already from eternities before; that is why He
announced the drama to the rich many centuries
ago already; before they were born to life; the tremendous sleep of so many generations in respect
to the beast, constitutes the greatest of dramas in
the history of the planet Earth; a drama that was
announced in the divine Gospel of God as the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; this strange sleep
of following and imitating a violator of the divine
law of God, shall constitute a mystery even to the
affected ones; a mystery of darkness; for the cause
of the sleep is a fall that is difficult to explain the
cause; the sleep which nobody escaped from, except
the children, proves that the human beings come
from galaxies of darkness; their presence in the
Kingdom of Heavens was an instant so that they
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were reincarnated, in order to know a new form of
life, which they did not know; it was the great
opportunity to be trialed by God; the trials of life
consisted in not falling in an unfair life system; and
much the less in a life system that had been sentenced by God, many centuries ago already; the
divine sentence is limitlessly expansive and it also
reaches the followers of capitalism; it reaches all
their generations, for the divine mandates, advice
and warnings of God have no limits; it is an eternal
succession of worlds, which have neither a beginning nor an end; the greatest harmful surprise is
received by the capitalist beast; for three quarters
of the divine judgment of God, falls on the beast;
it falls over the most powerful of a strange and
unknown life system; for the Son of God shall not
recognize the so-called capitalism, which emerged
during the trials of life; for centuries before, his
divine Father Jehovah had sentenced it; the centuries between Father and Son represent just an
instant, in their respective trinities; Trinity Father
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communicates by living telepathy with Trinity Son;
and in virtue of the divine free will of Trinity Father,
the divine Father Jehovah does not let Himself be
seen; He continues trailing the world of trials; and
from invisibility He dictates his divine Revelation
to his older Son, for nothing is impossible to God;
God’s invisibility made those who had eyes but did
not see fall; these fallen beings did not even
remotely think that the Eternal without materializing Himself, leaves seeds of Doctrines, on infinite
planets of trials; they did not think so for they were
influenced by strange beliefs which included
strange limits to the divine power of God; none of
those who had eyes and did not see, none of them
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; it is
more likely for those who were blind and did not
hear that the divine Revelation was already on the
planet of trials Earth to enter the Kingdom of God.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3427.101

BETWEEN THE GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH AND
THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD, THERE
IS AN ABYSS OF DIFFERENCE; THE TERRESTRIAL
COMMUNISM IS CLOSER TO THE GOSPEL; FOR SUCH
PHILOSOPHY DECIDED TO TAKE A PHILOSOPHY
WITHIN THE OWN EXPLOITATION; THE FOLLOWERS
OF GOLD DID NOT TAKE ANY INITIATIVE; FOR THEY
THEMSELVES TURNED INTO DEMONS FOR THE
WORLD; BECAUSE OF THEM THIS WORLD HAS LIVED
IN INEQUALITY FOR CENTURIES AND CENTURIES;
THEY WITH THEIR AMBITION OF HAVING MORE
THAN OTHERS, PERPETUATED THE STRUGGLE
AGAINST EQUALITY TAUGHT BY THE FATHER; THE
SO-CALLED CAPITALISM, FALLS WITH THE DIVINE
REVELATION OF THE SON OF GOD; WHAT IS OF THE
FATHER ALWAYS TRIUMPHS IN ALL THE WORLDS
OF THE UNIVERSE.102

Yes little son; it is up to Father Jehovah to decide
who was right in the trials of life; all in their free
wills believe that they acted with justice; but, one
cannot speak about justice when the creature got
used to living in an unfair life system; a strange
justice emerges from such system; unknown in
the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the major cause
by which all are judged; there is an intimate relationship between the influence that the world of
gold gave each one, and the thoughts that each
one generated; for influence is living before the
Father; every human idea that every mind generated, cannot enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
because of the strange influence that came out of
gold; there is no one who does not have a doses
of strange interest; and it is enough a microscopic
self-interest, and one does not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; behold that the tragedy for this world,
started at the same instant in which the world got
to know possession; possessing in itself would
not have major importance, if by possessing, men
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forgot about the equality taught by the Father;
it would have been better for them not to have
requested the trials of life; for they would not
have anything against them; I verily say unto you
that no human spirit has entered the Kingdom
of Heavens again; the last instant in which they
were in the Kingdom, was when they requested
life in order to be born again on the unknown and
remote Earth; the trials of life consisted in not
knowing evil in any imaginable form; for that to
happen, men should not have chosen the strange
capitalist life system; this system gave gold more
importance, than the own Creator; every human
spirit promised the Father above everything, not
to forget Him a single instant in the trials of life;
you certainly requested the Father something that
was superior to your capacities; you did not have
the sufficient will power in order to overcome the
mundane delusion; the mundane delusion is the
strange influence that gold exerts on the appetites
of possession; gold made war to the spiritual merit,
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taught by the Father; for the more gold one had
in life, the less he worked; there was less sweat
on the face; the celestial points were less; and the
creature was situated infinitely farther from the
Kingdom of Heavens; while he enjoyed more the
comfort that the illegal life system based on gold
offered, the further away was the creature from the
Father’s Kingdom; for the enjoyment of what is
immoral and unfair was greater; up to the trillionth
of second of time of violation to the Father’s law, is
paid; your divine request that was sealed with the
term: Above everything, makes it so; you overcame
an entirety that you did not know; promises made
before living a life; thus your free will wanted it;
I verily say unto you that every wish requested by
every spirit, becomes a reality; the attribute and
quality of each human life was requested by the
interested spirit; with first-hand knowledge, one
comes to life; all the first-hand knowledge of all
the human individualities requested the Father to
take the initiative in life, if His divine laws were
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not fulfilled above everything; you were certainly
blind in order to defend what is of the Father; for
no one defended Him; Did you not see with your
own eyes how millions of my children were starving? Did you not see blinds of justice that many
had too much, and many more had a little? Did you
not see that the people were being deceived by the
influence of gold? Did you not see that you were
being governed by the most hypocritical beings?
You saw everything and you did nothing; I verily say unto you that being the immoral capitalist life system illegal before the Father, all those
who rose up against what was not of the Father
are blessed in the Kingdom of Heavens; for they
struggled for what they promised the Father; I verily say unto you, that every revolutionary enters the
Kingdom of Heavens; every revolutionary is called
a prophet; for he announces justice that comes
out of his individuality; just as the prophets of the
Father’s Scriptures did; I verily say unto you that
all with no exception had the opportunity in life of
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being prophets; being revolutionaries in a strange
life system, which never pleased Father Jehovah;
if you did not become one, it is because you were
indifferent to the human pain; in the pain of others
was the violation of the egalitarian rights, taught by
Father Jehovah; Were you not taught that your God
is everywhere? I am in all those who are violated,
in all the long-suffering ones; behold every law up
above becomes a reality down below; nothing is
impossible to the Creator of the own impossible;
I verily say unto you that he who did not take the
initiative of defending what is of the Father, they
shall not be defended out of the Earth; everything
that happens in the worlds of the universe, gets to
be known instantaneously out of them; in every
part of the infinity and invisibly, is the infinite army
of Father Jehovah; the only army in the universe
that has no end; and it has never had it, nor shall
it have it; His divine power is the creative power; it
transforms and burns; and there is no living creature that can survive the Father’s divine power of
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fire; everything that exists was created from His
own divine fire; a fire that shall shudder this world;
a fire that all shall see in a Face; a shining Face
of wisdom; a Face of a first-born Son; a Face that
shined the same in the old world; a Face that one
shall see solar fire through its pores; a Face that
the world shall not forget; for each one shall be
judged by that Face; if the divine Father Jehovah
is fire, his first-born sons also express themselves
by fire; the divine inheritance of the Father, is in
all the living hierarchies; which are microscopic
magnetic waves, commonly called suns.-
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Yes little son; the difference between the divine
mandate of Father Jehovah and what men did,
has been increasing as time passes by; the precise
instant in which this difference started was when
man thought about gold; having objects or art made
of gold, has nothing wrong; what is wrong starts
when one takes gold as the supreme goal of life;
when it is considered the basis of the life system;
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for this strange life system has nothing fair; if this
strange life system was fair, thieves would not be
known; they would not have the reason of being
so; nor would there be rich nor poor; among these
three, the rich is the guilty one; for they sinned first;
they casted the first stone of selfishness, of having
more than others; they were the first in violating
the Father’s law; and behind this first violation is
the living drama of humanity; for every material
suffering, have to do with the hoarders of possession; this drama of humanity has got many centuries; and its end has arrived; everything that one
had, more than one should have had, is returned;
for as long as one keeps having what he should
not have had, the human spirit keeps on drawing
himself farther and farther away from the Kingdom
of Heavens; second by second; until everything that
one irretrievably had, turns into dust; the latter is
for those hardened ones who get surprised by the
death they requested; when they depart from this
world, they keep fulfilling the law out of it; for what
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is up above is the same as down below; until the
last molecule of what one improperly had, turns
into dust; this law of justice is cut just at the precise
instant of the spirit’s repentance; whether it is on
the own Earth or out of her; the value of the divine
justice is the same up above as well as down below;
at any point of the infinity in which the spirit is,
it receives what it should receive; the life that he
got to know on a remote planet, he remembers it
like an ephemeral experience, in his eternity; many
times the spirit has made a momentary stop on
many planetary dwellings; for it was given to him
as a divine inheritance to be born again through
all eternity; every life is a divine mandate; and
every divine mandate is a reincarnation; he who
does not reincarnate again, does not get to know
new forms of flesh; nor does he get to know new
sciences and philosophies; for in order to know
just one microscopic molecule, the spirit has to
be born again; one gets to know something new
eternally; for what is of the Father has no end in
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any imaginable way; if the spirits had a limit, they
would arrive into the degree of being equal to the
Father; but no one in the universe has been able to
equal Him; nor shall anyone be able to; and nevertheless, everyone eternally improve themselves;
the human improvement requested to know the
forgetfulness of the past; for the human spirits did
not know it; all requested to know its sensation; to
live it; in many already past existences, there was
no forgetfulness of the past; the spirits in virtue of
their free wills, were not interested in it; for everything is requested in the Kingdom of Heavens;
even the living unknown is requested; the sensation of knowing what is unknown; what is strange
is also requested; except the strange that violates
the Father’s law; I verily say unto you that the
human fall, had a strange and unknown influence
in the laws of the light; for evil had to be overcome
by those who requested the trials of life; the own
trial consisted in it; evil was born in this world as
a consequence of the free will, which came out of
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demon-spirits, who requested Father Jehovah to
know a form of life in the galaxies of the light; for
everything is possible before the Father; spirits of
all imaginable evolutions eternally converge from
infinite points of the universe.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE GREAT BEAST REPRESENTS THE MENTAL
HARDNESS OF THE CREATORS OF THE STRANGE
LIFE SYSTEM WHICH CAME OUT OF GOLD; BEAST
AND ROCK ARE SYNONYMS OF SPIRITUAL AND
MENTAL SELFISHNESS IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST IS 666; FOR THE
BEAST SURPASSED IN EVIL, ITS OWN SCALE IN ITS
TRINITY; THE MOST HOLY TRINITY WHICH EVERYONE REQUESTED IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, IS 333; 3 THE
SON, 3 THE FATHER AND 3 THE KNOWLEDGE CALLED HOLY TRINITY; WHEN THE BEAST SURPASSED
ITSELF, IT CONDEMNED ITSELF THROUGH ETERNITIES; FOR WHAT IS MICROSCOPIC, WHETHER IT IS
IN MATTER OR IN SPIRIT, IS INFINITELY EXPANSIVE.The great beast is the own one called capitalism;
a strange philosophy with a strange psychology in
respect to possession; capitalism is the distortion
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of every divine mandate; this beast requested the
trials of life to Father Jehovah, and it promised the
Father not to let itself be influenced by strange
laws; which impede one to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens again; the beast in this world, started
where gold was accumulated the most; its power
is based on quantity rather than quality; quantity
is material and quality is spiritual; that is why the
beast knows nothing about philosophies; including that of the Father’s Scriptures; the beast got
started in the pharaonic era; and the beast that
started coveting for art, ended up coveting itself;
this is to give more importance to what is material than to the spiritual; the beast transmitted its
selfish inheritance to those who were under its
influence; the first to fall were the old peoples;
starting from the people of Israel; blind people who
never wanted to understand the Eternal; the beast
transmitted its strange psychology to the first seed
of the human gender; and these blind people in the
spiritual, transmitted its strange influence to the
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world; now after so many centuries of the beast’s
reign, experience shows the errors and weaknesses
of the beast; for the beast is agonizing; and the
beast by agonizing, does not show a single bit of
humility; the beast, a pharaonic inheritance, shall
fall with its seal of pride; the Solar First-born Christ
shall beat the beast; and when the beast falls, a true
happiness shall come to the world; a happiness
that was never known by the generations which
the beast never ceased spying and intriguing; that
is why the beast shall die in solar fire; on the terrible day of the wrath of Jehovah-Father; the beast
is the same satan, turned into life system; the beast
was overcome by the world’s faith; for the beast’s
time of trials was fulfilled; and having time been
fulfilled for the beast, faith still continues; this is
why it was written: Faith moves mountains; faith
beats the beasts; the beast shall go crazy because
it will not be able to overcome the living; it will
not be able to beat the one who shall mandate the
elements of nature; not even the beast in itself,
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will be able to get detached from its own damned
influence; one quarter of those who belong to the
beast shall commit suicide; for the strange morality that the beast influenced in them, did not have
either attribute or quality, as to endure successfully
a spiritual trial; the beast shall return to the remote
galaxies, where it had come out of momentarily, in
order to trial a life on an unknown planet; called
planet Earth; a dust-planet of the galaxy Trino; the
beast shall try to return to Earth, after a thousand
years have passed; and the beast shall be beaten
again; eternities ahead, the beast shall request a
trial again on a world of the light; and what was
repeated is repeated again, and it shall be repeated;
the beast provoked the deviation of the Earth’s
polar axle; it provoked a deviation of 42º; for the
beast discovered and experimented with the atomic
power; the beast shall have as many judgments
as the molecules that are contained in the planet,
whose axle it deviated; for the universe is living
before the Father; and every molecule and every
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element shall complain before Father Jehovah,
of the violation they received on the beast’s part;
a violation turned into atomic influence; which
neither molecules nor elements requested in the
Kingdom of Heavens; the molecules shall complain
to the Father, in their living laws of molecules; and
the elements in their living laws of elements; and
the beast will have to pay for the suicide of trillions and trillions of molecules of flesh; since for
each suicide committed in the trials of life, three
quarters of the dead molecules of a suicide victim,
is paid by the strange beast; for they occurred in
the time and instant in which the beast dominated
by the use of force; it was a strange influence and
domination, that by violating the divine law of the
Father, the suicide victim had not requested; nor
did anyone in this world requested it; and the beast
will have to three quarters of the entirety of each
sinner of this world; the sinner whichever his category is, only pays a quarter; for not even the sinner
requested the Father to be governed by the beast;
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if the strange life system of gold, had not used the
force in order to sustain itself, the sinners of this
world would have had to pay all their sins; it will
not be that way; for there was a strange influence;
the beast committed an abuse on Earth; which is
not written in the Kingdom of Heavens; for the
thinking spirit of this world, requested to know
goodness and fulfill it above everything imaginable; he requested to know the highest morality
that a mind can imagine; and the beast offered him
immorality in many forms and categories; every
thinking spirit requested to know evil by experience; what he did not request was to let himself
be influenced by evil; that is another thing; every
thinking spirit requested and promised the Father
to oppose mental resistance to every form of evil;
behold the goodness of the Father’s Scriptures;
and the evil that came out of the world; when the
beast violated the Father’s law, fell into the law of
damnation; just as the pharaonic dynasties of the
past of the Earth fell in into it; one gets to know
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the tree by its fruit; deduce the consequences left
in this world by the pharaonic dynasties and capitalism; the inheritance was always a painful happiness, self-interested, with the venom of inequality;
there cannot be a perfect joy and happiness, when
the own life system is unfair and selfish; light and
darkness march parallel when it is about the life
trials; and they get expanded from planet to planet;
for every spirit carries with it its own influence,
attained in each existence; in each being born again
in order to know a new life, the spirit makes use
of the previous knowledge.-
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Yes little son; the beast shall be judged idea by idea;
for every idea generated by every mind, carried
along a pain; a tragedy; all the thinking psychology of the human being, and every work, have got
the strange influence of the beast; each one’s way
of being was influenced; for no one requested the
Father to live in any imaginable form of selfishness;
meanness, usury, theft, murder, self-interest, gluttony, greed, scandal, immorality and every form
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of darkness, was learned on Earth; the beast provoked all the known evil; the so-called capitalism
by not considering the Father’s morality, it considered what is immoral; every psychology should
never avoid the living mandate of the Father, for
it is enough to avoid it one sole molecule, and
the creature does not return to his place of origin;
nothing of creation returns to its point of origin,
when the requested law has been violated; the own
place of origin is living; and since it has free will,
it talks and expresses itself before the Father; and
since it has free will, the place of origin is against
the return of the one who violated the law; this
strictness has been being fulfilled since the right
instant in which the divine Father created the infinite universe; there is no remembrance in the solar
books of the universal life, that the violator of the
law of some planet, has seen his place of origin
again; one cannot return until the last molecule of
violation has been paid; so it is that the violators
of the so-called capitalism, shall not come back to
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their place of origin, until the present universe has
disappeared; it is the law of the imperfect worlds;
and there is no perfect world that has not gotten to
know this law; this was said in the divine mandate
that says: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of
thy face; for every law that came out of the Father
is not for just one world, for what is of the Father
is not reduced to one world; the divine mandates of
the Father cover the infinity; the divine mandates
of the Creator know no limits; nor shall they ever
be known; when the beast returns to its place of
origin, the Earth and the universe that surrounded
her, shall not be in space anymore; the beast’s life
is less than a molecule; no one knows it in the cosmos; the beast came out of galaxies of darkness; the
beast represents the evil that this humanity wanted
to know; but not to live in evil; the beast saw in
the Kingdom of Heavens how the spirits requested
the Father forms of life; and the beast was also
interested in knowing a world of the light; and the
beast made a divine covenant with the spirits of
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the Earth; and the beast and the spirits met in the
trials of life; the beast did not know how to contain its expansion of darkness, being on Earth; it
did not know how to respect the laws of the light;
and the beast having a weakness, abused its weakness; for every ambition is a complex, which every
beast in the remote galaxies wants to overcome;
the beast exalted itself on Earth; and it belittled
itself in heaven; for the beast gets belittled by
itself; it divides itself; the beast loses power; for it
requested it in the trials of life which it requested;
for it requested it above everything; behold that
the term: Above everything, also includes the
annulment of itself; and he who exalted himself
the most, in the strange and unknown capitalism,
annulled himself more; the trials of life consisted
in maintaining the strange influence of the beast at
the distance; what nobody achieved on this planet;
when the beast fell, it dragged humanity along with
it; creating once more weeping and gnashing of
teeth in millions and millions of beings; the beast
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entertained and deluded each creature that got to
know it; and each second lived in the strange illusion of the beast, costs to live again an existence
out of the Kingdom of Heavens; for what is of the
Father is measured in infinity; behold all those who
got to know in themselves the strange influence
of the beast, shall curse it above everything; and
shall not lend their support to the beast, and the
beast shall see with horror, that its end is coming;
many demons who came out of the beast’s influence, will propose the beast to use the atomic arms,
against the Son of God; but the divine power of
the First-born Son shall neutralize the cherubs of
every known power; the beast shall fall in its own
pride; and at last the world stupefied shall understand, who they served in the trials of life; they
will understand that they were the living actors of
a false story; a story not written in the Kingdom
of Heavens; for no one requested to be governed
by the beast; for all knew in the Kingdom that the
beast did not constitute any power in the Father’s
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Kingdom; the beast that enslaved you by imposing
its strange power, which came out of a metal called
gold, is little less than unknown in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the beast covered an ephemeral reign
in the history of this planet; for this planet Earth
has got as many centuries of life as the numbers
of molecules that the planet contains; so it is that
the so-called capitalism shall pass into the dust
of oblivion; and it shall fall in the thinking of the
creatures of the future as something unknown; for
its own philosophy shall be considered as one of
the most primitive ones of the planet; just as you
consider the primitive that there was before you;
for the Alpha beginning shows that you are still
living in the last stages of the primitive.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 122.-
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ALL THOSE WHO PROJECTED A LIFE SYSTEM, IN
WHICH THE FATHER’S SCRIPTURES WERE NOT
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT, SHALL NOT ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE
WHO PROJECTED A LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON WORK
TO ENTER THE FATHER’S KINGDOM; FOR ONLY THE
WORKERS HAVE THE ENTRANCE TO THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS ATTAINED; FOR THEY IMITATED THE
FATHER’S ETERNAL PHILOSOPHY.Yes little son; every strange life system that did not
imitate the Father in their laws of life, do not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens again; infinite humanities
wander out of the Kingdom of Heavens; for those
who dictated the laws on the remote worlds, did
not take the Father’s Scriptures into account; for
they had leaders who were blinds leading other
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blinds; for their errors were being transmitted from
generation to generation; the trials of the human
life was and is in every order of things; the life
system always influences in the entrance to the
Kingdom of Heavens; for the most elevated imitation of what is of the Father, lies on the kind of life
that one lives in oneself; for if it was taught that
God is everywhere, He also is within each one; if
one lived by not imitating the Father in what is
moral, he does not see the Father; for morality is
first in the Kingdom of Heavens; science with no
morality does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
so it is that no wise man of this world, has entered
the Kingdom of Heavens again; for all of them got
to know a strange morality; a strange morality that
came out of the strange psychology of gold; a
morality which they did not request the Father; for
nothing that impedes entering the Kingdom of
Heavens again, was requested to the Father; the
strange morality of capitalism impedes those who
lived it, to enter the Kingdom of Heavens again;
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behold what was not requested and was lived, is a
sufficient cause for not entering the Father’s Kingdom again; the greater disobedience which came
out of the creature’s free will, is constituted by his
own strange living; for when one requests the
Father a cause of life, every request of life is done
in equal conditions; being the way of thinking different, one requests to live an equal life system;
for everyone requests the Father to imitate in the
remote worlds, what everyone sees in the Kingdom; and what all of you saw in the Kingdom was
the divine equality in the celestial living; the same
equality that the Celestial Father teaches in his
Holy Scriptures; I verily say unto you that all those
who imitated the Father’s equality in the trials of
life, enters the Kingdom of Heavens; for the most
microscopic imitation to what is of the Father, is
infinitely awarded by the Father; and I verily say
unto you that those who imitated the Father were
the workers of the world; and since they made common cause with the Father in their way of living,
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is that the Terrestrial Communism remains reigning in this world; since the so-called capitalism did
not imitate it in the trials of life, it does not remain
in this world; I verily say unto you that everything
that the beast persecuted, remains in this world;
for every persecuted one in this life system, was
persecuted by a strange morality; which is equivalent to say that the accused persecuted the judge;
the condemned persecuted the wise man; I verily
say unto you that every persecuted one is first
before the Father; and every persecutor is the last
one; you trialed many philosophies in the trials of
life; the most sublime and the only one that remains
until the end of this planet, is work; the work that
was done; not the work that was exploited; all
those who thought by exploiting, shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any of them
entered since the world is world; I verily say unto
you that the most degrading of all the philosophies
of this world, is the life system that exploits the
work of others; you call this strange life system
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capitalism; a strange form of having more than
what others have; a strange form conceived by a
group of ambitious beings; who took the licentiousness of not considering the divine equality
taught by the Father; and he who does not imitate
the Father’s glory, does not see the Father’s glory;
the so-called communism of this world, imitates
the divine philosophy of the Father; but it does not
want to recognize the Father; they shall not see the
Father either; it is more likely to see the Father
when one does not disown the Father; I verily say
unto you, last generation of the trials of life that
amidst tremors, earthquakes, tsunamis, fire rains,
then you shall believe in the Father; what will show
you that you are imperfect, even in your own
beliefs; you shall recognize the Father amidst a
weeping and gnashing of teeth; you did not want
to recognize Him without signals; I verily say unto
you that all those who requested signals or proofs
in order to recognize the divinity, none of them
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more
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likely for one who did not request signals or proofs
to enter the Kingdom; and who always believed;
behold the true faith does not demand conditions;
for the creature of this world does absolutely not
know, the form of his origin; nor can he explain it;
but, this world was told that their Creator was
infinite; the psychology of infinity in the Father
was a supreme trial to every understanding and to
all the senses of each individuality; it is the Alpha
and Omega of each one’s God, turned into one God
only; each individuality has got an image of his
Creator that only the Creator understands; for
being God everywhere, He is also in those who feel,
and do not know how to define what they feel; I
verily say unto you that what the humble and meek
at heart feel, is closer to the Father than what the
proud feel and experience; every proud one is a
backward being in the evolution; for none of them
enters the Kingdom of Heavens again; not entering
one’s own place of origin is a demonstration of
imperfection, within the own imperfection that
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one requested to know; the life system that do not
want to recognize a Creator of the infinity, shall
undergo the greatest embarrassment; for they will
request the own First-born Son to turn them into
children; but, he who disowned the Father in the
trials of life, also disowned the Son; for between
Father and Son there is the carnal communism; in
order to deserve the glory of having eternal flesh,
one had to believe, and above everything, in the
Creator of a future desire; which in a given instant,
shall become true; every past time is judged; your
future depends on how you thought in the time
that you requested in the trials of life; either you
are of eternal flesh or you shall follow the way of
mortality; what the world of trials was accustomed
to; the remembrance of having been a child, and
to become a child again, shall fascinate the entire
humanity; including those who denied the existence of a Creator; blessed are those who believed
without asking for a proof; for they shall become
children again; children of immortal flesh; for the
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immortal flesh was requested in the trials of life;
and this is not its reign anymore; for every reign
that was initiated as a request of life, has got its
end; the mortal flesh was requested by you, for you
did not know it; everything imaginable is requested
to the Father; the eternal flesh with which shall
the humble and meek at heart be awarded, is the
same flesh of the Kingdom of God; for what is up
above is the same as down below; which means
that this world starts to be transformed, until it is
leveled up to the Kingdom of Heavens; keeping its
microscopic dimension; behold the light is born
from the own Earth; for the Father brings out light
from the own darkness; every darkness is transformable to light; and when every light violates the
law of the Father, it turns into darkness; this world
is on the verge of seeing prodigies, which no generation saw; for in the glory of the incarnated Trinity, all the elements of nature participate; which no
human creature can do it; I verily say unto you that
this planetary dwelling, enters the fascinating
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Galactic Era; the immortal era; the era that overshadows all the others that there were on Earth;
the era of the interplanetary journeys; of the journeys from sun to sun; the era in which having all
eternal flesh, will be able to get to infinite regions
of the cosmos; to galaxies that the men of the world
of trials neither dreamed of knowing; this new era
is the new Kingdom which is added to other infinite kingdoms of the universe; for what took place
in a determined world, has been repeating since
immemorial times; it happens on infinite planets
earths; for what is of the Father is not limited to
just one world; Were you not taught that your God
was infinite? He who did not believe it, shall not
see the infinity; he shall not travel to the remote
galaxies nor to the gigantic suns of colors of the
macrocosm; he who did not believe in the infinity
of his Creator, does not see the marvels of the Creator; he who did believe, shall see them; behold
the meaning of the divine parable that says: Faith
moves mountains; it means that the First-born Son
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shall move mountains, open waters, he shall open
the oceans just as he did so in the pharaonic era;
when he requested the Father to be born as Moses;
for every spirit is born again; it has a free will to
request the Father as many forms of life as it
wishes; for the Father does not have any limits in
anything imaginable; He shall turn rivers of water
into blood; and those who turned back into children of eternal flesh, shall travel from world to
world; for it is by the living faith that these things
shall happen; faith opens new routes to the spirit;
for faith attracts the Father’s infinity; faith precedes
time, space and the own facts; faith requests the
infinity; and infinity materializes what was
requested; he who did not cultivate faith in the
trials of life, recorded nothing for infinity; for a
given present communicates with a present of the
future; a present that does not get materialized yet;
but which is being born from the invisible to the
visible; just like faith does not let itself be seen,
one can only feel it, thus what is wished does not
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let itself be seen; for it needs space, time and place
in order to mature; such is the living universe of
Father Jehovah; so it is that those who created the
strange life system, which came out of the laws of
gold, did it without eternal faith; for they did not
take the divine Gospel of the Father into account;
I verily say unto you that the strange faith of the
capitalists, is a microscopic faith; it carries the
ephemeral in itself; for it is a strange faith that does
not have the Father’s seal; the reach of this faith,
does not reach the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily
say unto you that the faith of a dispossessed of the
world of trials does reach the Kingdom of Heavens;
and the faith of a potentate, is not seen by anybody
in the Father’s Kingdom; I verily say unto you that
the wealthier one was in the trials of life, the more
infinitely distant from the Kingdom of Heavens;
the so-called rich who emerged from the strange
life system of gold, turned themselves into the
great disinherited ones; for none of them enters
the Kingdom of Heavens; in this consisted the trials
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for them; for wealth constitutes the most painful
of the human experiences; the most immoral; the
most unfair; and it is the one that inherits the
greatest tragedy for the spirit, which got tempted
by such strange experience; to the effect of pain
and injustices, which is the obsession of certain
spirits, it is paid with tears of blood; behold all
those who requested the Father to know certain
forms of life, they requested them by fixing in the
own spirit all its moral responsibility; he who made
others undergo suffering, pays for it; and his degree
of repentance is taken into account; which is the
only exit door from darkness; the very so-called
rich did not know how to overcome his own complex of having more than others; everything that
harms is complex; every rich created a strange life
system and they became dominant themselves in
injustice; the story of the so-called rich of this
planet shall be told by the creatures of remote galaxies, as the tragedy-story; they will say in their
worlds: There was in times that escape the mind,
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a microscopic planet called Earth; it was a dustplanet; one of the infinite ones that gravitate in the
infinite dimensions of the space turned into present; on this dust-planet a group of demons who
requested the Father to know the laws of the light,
took the licentiousness of creating a strange and
unknown life system; whose god was gold; every
life system that has a morality, opposed to the
divine morality of the Creator’s Scriptures, is called
strange; for such life system is not written in the
Kingdom of Heavens; and everything that is not
written in the Kingdom, is strange to the Kingdom;
and it will be told that these demons who requested
to know the human life on a remote planet Earth,
scandalized that world, for many centuries; and
that the majority of them ended up in the living
fire which came out of the First-born Son; one more
story, of the infinite cosmos; for being the Father
infinite and having created everything, nothing
imaginable of His divine creation has got any limits; so it is that each planet has its planetary
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history; for no one is disinherited; neither matter
nor spirit; and if there is a disinherited one, his
cause is that he violated the law of love, which
came out of the Father; it is the story of the socalled rich of this Earth; which in all the epochs of
the world of trials, they turned into the worst yoke
of all the generations; they immoralized millions
and millions, who if they had not known them,
they would have been in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for everything that enters through the eyes, remains
impregnated in the idea; and every imitation is
born from the eyes to its execution; if the eyes saw
the rich, the spirit whose eyes saw something that
was not written in the Kingdom of Heavens, such
spirit does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for
if everything turns into life in the divine presence
of the Father, the eyes speak before their Creator,
in their laws of eyes; just as the spirit would speak
in his laws of spirit; and the entrance of the spirit
to the Kingdom of Heavens depends on the eyes;
when the strange world of the rich gave themselves
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the scandal and every immorality that came out of
the strange psychology of having more gold, they
condemned the entire humanity; for there is no
eye that has not been surprised by this strange
licentiousness; the demon made use of this strange
form of life, which came out of those who coveted
gold the most; they turned illusion into their favorite arm; they took the human mind through a
strange psychology and strange morality; in circumstances in which every human spirit when
requesting a new form of life, requested the divine
psychology and morality of Father Jehovah’s Gospel; they requested it for themselves; they requested
it as a form of their own life system; they requested
it in the everything above everything; they requested
it instant by instant; second by second; they
requested it above every imaginable thing; they
requested it above every strange life system; and
they requested to be trialed in their living free will;
it was written: Every spirit is trialed in life; behold
the majority of this world did not live in order to
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find out why they had life; the majority lived just
because they had to live; I verily say unto you that
it is more likely for one who lived in order to search
for the origin of his own life to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, than for one who lived just because he
had to live; it was written: He who searches shall
find; he who searched nothing in the trials of life,
shall find nothing out of the Earth; he who searched
for his own origin shall find it when he departs
from this world; every imitation to what was written and taught in the Father’s divine Gospel, is
infinitely awarded by the Father; those who imitated nothing from the Holy Scriptures, which they
themselves requested the Father, shall have nothing; behold the tragedy of every indifferent to the
Father’s divine mandates; the trials of life, were in
oneself; in how the living individuality tried to
form in himself an image of his God; every indifferent one of the trials of life, created his own
weeping and gnashing of teeth; this indifference
was at every instant, reflected in the own attitudes
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of the thinking individuality; behold all those who
were indifferent to the revolutions that they were
to live, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
Did these indifferent ones not know that the trials
of life that exploited them themselves, was unfair?
I verily say unto you that these indifferent ones
were easy-attitude in the trials of life; the strange
influence that the strange life system, which came
out of gold, exerted on them, turned them indifferent and strange to every struggle in order to
achieve justice; I verily say unto you that every
indifferent one shall have his weeping and gnashing of teeth; for just as they were indifferent, thus
shall they find indifference, in the biblical events
that are looming over this world; when they request
to be resurrected into twelve-year-old children,
they shall be denied the glory of becoming a child
again; when they request to be healed instantaneously from illnesses, they shall be denied; behold
the fruit of all those who were indifferent to the
struggles of the rest; and if every indifferent one
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did not have mercy towards others, they shall not
have it either when they request to be born again;
when they request the Father to know other forms
of life in other worlds; and if every indifferent is
punished, a thousand times more is the one who
persecuted and killed any revolutionary; for he
murdered a prophet; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of every tyrant; it would have
been better not to have been born in this world;
for every tyrant is damned in the Final Judgment;
And woe betide those who talk or see any damned
one!! For the law of damnation falls on them
through the mouth and sight; I verily say unto you
that every tyrant who lived in the trials of life, shall
be resurrected among the dead in order to be
judged among the living ones; and every tormented,
murdered, raped, kidnapped, shall also resurrect
asking for justice and accusing and identifying their
executioners; behold the tragedy of every tyrant
who did justice on his own; the majority of these
demons shall try to commit suicide; they should
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not even try it; if they commit suicide a thousand
times, a thousand times they shall be resurrected;
behold a warning for the present killer-dictators;
and Wow betide those who applauded these called
dictators!! For they shall be accused of complicity,
along with the violators of the Father’s law; no one
who congratulated or applauded these demons in
public, none of them shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; nor has any of them entered; behold the
tragedy of every spirit who was trapped by the
strange mental licentiousness; the strange illusion
of the own feeling, which forgot the psychology of
Father Jehovah’s divine Gospel; every strange licentiousness, always ends up in tragedy for the spirit;
for the request of life gets imbalanced; it does not
establish the numerical concordance with the
numerical vibration of the award; for every request
of life includes its award in advance; behold the
cause of the suffering that evil provokes; as the
creature generates evil ideas, he is generating his
darkness-award; and as the creature generates good
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ideas, he generates his light-award; at every instant,
the mental sensation accuses him; so it is that the
weeping and gnashing of teeth, shall be universal;
for all of you generated ideas in the trials of life;
every idea generated in life, is numerical; and your
promises done to the Father, are too; in order to
have kept the same numerical vibration throughout
life, every human creature should have known the
only psychology emanated from the Gospel of the
Father in his own life system; but, What happened
in your trials of life? What happened is that they
gave you a strange and unknown life system, which
came out of the laws of gold; this strange life system, is not written in the Kingdom of Heavens;
that is why it is called strange and unknown; And
who was or were the culprits? They were the
damned pharaohs of the terrestrial past; the divine
Father curses them because of their cruelties and
vanities; all the demons of the pharaonic dinasty,
whine at this moment, in the darkness of the
remote galaxies; for just as these damned ones
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murdered and enslaved millions of children of the
light, so is being done with them, on the remote
hell-planets; what is up above is the same as down
below; what they did down on the remote planet
Earth, is being done with them up above in the
remote galaxies; behold a divine judgment, which
the world knows nothing about; for the light of
knowledge was promised to this world; behold that
the divine Father Jehovah, took the pharaonic
dynasties out of this world; for if they had continued, you children of the Earth, would have been
their slaves; only the Father knows the destiny and
the future of each world; behold a story of galactic
justice, which shall fascinate the world; any pharaonic dynasties shall be resurrected among the dead,
or their final judgment; for in virtue of the spirits’
free will, some request the judgment on the same
planet that they were to live; others request out of
the planet; others request it in other existences, in
other worlds; the divine judgment to the demons
of the past shall mark in this world, an immortal
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epoch; the world shall see them in their entire
damned splendor; and when seeing them, they will
understand that these demons’ arrogance and pride
has no equal on Earth; their damned psychology is
based on the mental power; a power that shall be
like a microbe before the Son of God; for between
the First-born Son and the damned pharaohs, there
is an infinity of difference; the Son of the Father,
is from the macrocosm called Kingdom of Heavens;
a divine place where the sizes and dimensions have
no limits; the damned pharaohs are from the microcosm; for them to be able to equal the Father’s
First-born Son, they have to be born again as many
times as the number of molehills that are contained
in all the deserts of this world; in which each molehill corresponds to an existence; behold every mental power is subordinated to the Son of God; only
the Father surpasses him; for the Father is unique;
behold humility is the greatest power in the Kingdom of Heavens; the humility of the Son of God
overcomes pride and vanity; the divine term of
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First-born Son means that he is first in everything
imaginable, after the Father; first in what there
was, there is and there shall be; for the divine term
of First-born Son is not in the human calculation;
it is in the infinite dimension; therefore, He judges
what is human; and the entire infinity that experiences what is human; what is known and unknown;
I verily say unto you that every civilization that
existed, always feared the Son of God; for the judgments are no one’s exclusivity; and there is no civilization in the cosmos that has not been judged by
the Son of God; the pharaonic dynasties of the past,
always feared the divine reincarnation of the Son
of God; for they knew that they had violated the
divine law of love of Father Jehovah; from the right
instant in which they started to enslave others, and
dispose of their lives, they fell before the divine
mandate, which came out of the Kingdom of Heavens; the mission of these galactic beings was to
make this world advance, by means of love; not by
violation and injustice, as they did; they took a
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strange licentiousness not written in the Kingdom
of Heavens; this is why the divine Father Jehovah
curses them and calls them demons; the world
always admired them due to their advanced sciences; but, the world forgot that these demons are
also for the Final Judgment; Was it not taught that
your God would judge everything? I verily say unto
you that all those who in the trials of life did not
make a mental effort in order to understand,
according to their capacities, the term everything,
none of them shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
for the most microscopic mental effort, is infinitely
awarded by the Father; the Father awards the minimal and punishes the minimal; if it is light or darkness respectively; the world let itself be fascinated
by these demons’ occult sciences; I verily say unto
you that every occultist does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any of them entered the
Father’s Kingdom again; in the Kingdom of Heavens occultism is not known; for no one occults
anything from anybody; and I verily say unto you
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that none of you requested the Father to be an
occultist; no one requests the Father what they do
not see in the Kingdom; all the thinking spirits
have the natural tendency of requesting to imitate,
on remote planets, what their eyes see in the Kingdom of Heavens; for they know that what is of the
Kingdom has no equal in the rest of the universe;
every occultist must add up the seconds of time in
which he was an occultist; each second represents
to them to have to live an existence out of the
Kingdom of Heavens; behold a tragic inheritance,
which came out of the violations of those who
believed of themselves as being perfect, in other
epochs; for there shall be no occultist who shall
not have his weeping and gnashing of teeth; there
were many forms of searching for the truth, without falling into the strange occultism; occultism is
a form of selfishness; though many think the opposite way; what is occult is not a mandate of the
light; in the Kingdom of Heavens all are telepathic,
and all read each other’s mind; without anyone
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disturbing the intimacies of another divine being;
it is a divine natural law; I verily say unto you that
occultism is one of the trees that the divine Father
Jehovah did not plant; and it shall be uprooted
from this world; in the new world Omega there
shall be no occultist; there shall be no division;
there shall be no beings with a strange mental
licentiousness; what is private shall not exist;
property shall not exist; for the everything shall
be of everyone; it shall be a world infinitely opposite to what the world of gold was; I verily say unto
you that those who took the strange licentiousness
of creating an unfair and immoral world, it would
have been better for them not to have been born
in this world; for every intentional backwardness
is paid second by second; instant by instant; idea
by idea; for those who had more gold, in this
strange life system, were more intriguing; and
their own tragedy was greater; for even what one
had in the trials of life is also judged; I verily say
unto you that every intrigue, every plot, every
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espionage, every purchase of ideals, every intentional shortage, every terrorism, every murder
coming from those who had more, shall be paid
with tears of blood; enormous lists of all these
demons shall appear in all the newspapers of the
world; for every judgment that came out of the
Father, shall be translated to all the languages of
the world; and no one shall escape; whichever his
generation may be; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of an entire world; a world that shall
fear at any instant of being judged in public; the
creators and sustainers of the strange life system,
shall be the first ones in being judged; every longsuffering and exploited is the last one in the final
judgment, and first in the Father’s awards; I verily
say unto you that millions of this generation shall
abandon their kin; due to the horror of embarrassment; hundreds shall commit suicide, believing
that with such immorality, they will escape the
judgment and shame; a deep and gross mistake;
for if they kill themselves a thousand times, a
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thousand times they shall be resurrected among
the dead; many will hide in desolated parts of the
planet; old age and death shall surprise them; they
shall be called among the dead all the same; behold
how the strange world that came out of the calculation of gold shall end up in; behold the drama of
the dramas; behold the tragedy of a strange living
licentiousness; behold the end of the beast; behold
the end of the strange illusion that the strange
possession of gold exerted on them; behold the fall
of a strange world, which came out of strange complex towards gold; behold the end of those who
entertained themselves by dividing and living at
the expense of others; behold the fall of satan, who
took the form of a strange life system; behold the
end of the strange reign of gold; behold the end of
the human trials of life; behold a drama that shall
be remembered by many millenniums in this world;
behold that this strange life system is about to
enter the legend of darkness, in the remote galaxies; behold what a strange inheritance which came
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out of the human free will shall end up into; behold
once more how much it cost to take the licentiousness of not taking the Father into account, in the
creation of life systems; behold the immense moral
pain of millions and millions of ignorant beings,
who put their destinies to the service of gold; for
no one who built his hopes on gold, shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for all the so-called rich who
emerged from the strange life system of gold, were
warned many centuries ago already; it was written
for those who requested life trials: It is more likely
for a camel to pass through a needle’s eye than a
rich to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this means
that no rich of any epoch has entered the Father’s
Kingdom again; and it teaches how rigorous the
divine law is; no rich took such warning into
account in their trials of life; behold the spirits of
the so-called rich, besides not entering the Kingdom of Heavens, they have to face the judgment
of accusation of the own warning that they themselves requested in the Kingdom of Heavens;
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warning becomes living in its laws of warning,
before Father Jehovah; and warning accuses every
spirit who having done a divine covenant with it,
did not abide it in the trials of life; accusation is by
despise to what had been agreed in the Kingdom
of Heavens; I verily say unto you that this law is
also for all the divine Gospel of Father Jehovah; I
verily say unto you that each letter of all the Scriptures of the Father, speak in their laws of letter,
before the Father; everything created becomes alive
before their Creator; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of all those who did not study
the Father in his divine Gospel; for no ungrateful
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for each letter
that complains to the Father, the guilty spirit must
fulfill with an existence out of the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold that many of the ungrateful beings
who fell in their trials in the present existence, did
it once more; for they did the same in other existences; they were ungrateful towards other Scriptures, in other worlds; for every spirit is born again;
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and by being born again, he has had new existences and shall have infinite ones; in order to
overcome the darkness called ungratefulness, the
spirits commonly need many existences; the fall
is due to the false illusion, which the strange selfinterested life systems, exert with a strange influence over their character.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THOSE WHO TOOK THE INITIATIVE IN THE SOCALLED REVOLUTIONS, DURING THE TRIALS OF
LIFE, SHALL BE DEMANDED INFINITELY MORE TO
HAVE KNOWN BY MEMORY, THE DIVINE GOSPEL
OF GOD; THE DIVINE LAW THAT GOD WAS ABOVE
EVERYTHING, WAS A DIVINE MANDATE FOR EVERYONE; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE CONDUCTORS OF REVOLUTIONS, WHO IN THEIR IDEALS
DEMANDED THE PEOPLES WHAT WAS OF GOD ABOVE EVERYTHING TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR THOSE WHO TOOK THE STRANGE
LICENTIOUSNESS OF FORGETTING IT; BECAUSE OF
THOSE FORGETFUL ONES IS THAT IT WAS WRITTEN;
BLINDS LEADING OTHER BLINDS.So it is little son; those who were more powerful
and influential in the trials of life, shall be infinitely
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more demanded in the divine Judgment of God;
this is because the so called rich imposed on the
world a strange life system, which in its strange
laws, included inequality; the own rich provoked
in themselves the weeping and gnashing of teeth;
all those who were severe and strict according to
their thinking, shall also find severity and strictness
in the final judgment; each one according to their
character made the judgment of God; for the divine
mandate that says; Thou shalt be judged by your
work, is born from itself; it is more likely for one
who when thinking in the divine judgment of God,
did not forget his own character, to receive more
complete points of light, for it was the character
of a sinner, than for one who forgot it to receive
them; from the instant in which one requested God
a divine judgment above everything, the human
creature should not have forgotten his imperfect
character; the world of trials formed in themselves
a very microscopic idea of what their own judgment
would be; those who belittled what they requested
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God shall also be belittled in awards of light, in the
divine judgment of God; the trials of life consisted
in exalting what one had requested God; if everyone will be required, more infinitely demanded
shall be those who were the leaders of people; they
shall be demanded the highest morality that the
human mind can imagine; and if those who led the
peoples did not have in themselves, the highest
morality that a mind can imagine, three quarters
of the errors committed by the governed ones fall
on them; the other quarter is of the responsibility
of the free will of the individuals; before this law,
it is more likely for one who obeyed the one who
mandated it to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than
for the one who mandated;, they had to know by
memory the highest morality in order to mandate
and above everything, the divine Gospel of God; for
the divine Father represents what is supreme; this
shows that the strange so-called life system called
capitalism, should have never existed; those who
served it, got to know a strange morality; for the
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so-called capitalism included in its strange laws,
the individual licentiousness; no licentious being
of this strange and unknown life system, none of
them shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens again;
it is more likely for a disciplined one to enter; the
so-called leaders of nations, could never discipline
anybody, for there was no discipline even in them;
they had as everyone the strange licentiousness
of the beast; they had the insecurity before the
infinite cosmos; what is of God was secondary to
them; what was important to them, was to make
their imperfect ideas blossom, which were charged
with a strange ignorance of what the true spirituality should be; not being them the more profound
in wisdom, for they were influenced by the gold
of the beast, they took the strange licentiousness
of imposing morality on others; this strange licentiousness being a product of a mundane way of
thinking, costs the so-called leaders of nations, the
greatest shame of their lives at a planetary level; for
in the presence of all the reunited nations, shall be
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judged by the Son of God; and they shall be called
the strange presidents; many shall try to commit
suicide, demonstrating with it the weak morality
that they had; but, if they commit suicide a thousand times, they shall be resurrected a thousand
times by the Son of God; such suicides are added
to the number of violations, done during the trials
of life; it was mandated by divine law: Thou shalt
not kill nor kill yourself.-

So it is little son; just as you think; the celestial
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drawing shows that the flying saucers pick up the
physical ideas of the thinking creatures; they select
the ideas between good and evil; it shall be considered a good idea of those who did not get to
know the so-called capitalism, during the trials of
life; and evil ideas shall be considered those which
were influenced by gold; this was divinely explained
in the parable that says: It is more likely for a camel
to pass through a needle’s eye, than for a rich to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; those who in their
thinking did not understand the meaning of this
divine parable, shall be judged because they preferred what is of men, before God; the trials of life
consisted in applying the divine parables in one’s
own sensations; the beast who were those more
influenced by gold, made the world that got to
know them fall into a strange sleep; the strange
psychology of the beast gave the world unknown
sensations which no one requested God; this is
why it was written: A strange morality; so it is that
the Son of God shall consider all those who were
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influenced by the beast as strange; and the first
ones who shall be treated as strange in the weeping
and gnashing of teeth, shall be the so-called leaders
of revolutions, who as individuals did not have the
mental capacity of cutting the ties with the beast;
they shall be called hypocrites in the divine judgment of God; and it is more likely for those who
were not hypocritical in their struggles, during the
trials of life, than for those who were; those who
proclaimed themselves as leaders of revolutions,
and were influenced by gold too, served two masters; they served the master that they said they
were defending and served the master of hypocrisy;
in the fall of such hypocrites are also those who
served and applauded them; for none of those who
proclaimed the hypocrites of the world, not a single
one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; for
no one requested hypocrisy to God; the so-called
leaders who had the strange seal of capitalism,
none of them shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
for the self-interested life systems and those that
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exercise exploitation, are not of the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold the tremendous blindness of
those who defended the beast; they did not know
how to distinguish what was of the Kingdom of
God and what was not; this strange and tremendous error of a few, perpetuated the yoke of injustice in the world; this is why three quarters of the
divine judgment of God, are paid by them; every
error that took place in the trials of life, is paid in
molecules, seconds, ideas; and for each of these
microscopic units, those who fell into error, miss
one future existence of light; this is because what
is of God has no limits; those who proclaimed
themselves being the brains of a revolution, shall
be the first ones to be called to a divine judgment;
whether it is to award them or to discount points
of light from them; though, it is impossible for one
who served two or more masters to be awarded;
this is the tragedy of every individual who chose
the arms career; for the so-called arms are not of
the Kingdom of Heavens; the pure love is from the
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Kingdom; in the trials of life one had to know how
to choose what exalted God above everything; it is
more likely for those who made the effort of thinking and deducing if the chosen work was or was
not of God’s pleasure to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for those who forgot it; certainly
one had to struggle against everything that was
unequal and against everything that divided; for it
was taught that everyone was equal in rights before
God; and it had been warned that only satan divides
and that he divides himself; those who led revolutions being influenced by the so-called militarism,
were the ones who had the worst fall; for the socalled militarism that emerged during the reign of
the beast, shall be accused in the divine judgment
of God of restricting the free will of the human
creatures; this strange licentiousness that came out
of those who were military, provokes the divine
wrath of the Son of God; because of the so-called
military, the world shall be shaken by terrible
earthquakes, as humanity never witnessed; those
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who exalted themselves the most in a strange and
unknown life system, are those who provoke and
trigger the weeping and gnashing of teeth on Earth;
there are no other culprits; it always happens the
same; on all the planets of trials, those who give
themselves a greater importance, more than it
should, are the ones who take and lead entire
worlds to tragedy; the proud ones are always a
handful to the first-born sons of the divine Father
Jehovah; on this planet of trials, it was the individuals who chose the arms as a career who lived in a
strange pride; this pride was so strange that not
even them requested it to God; for one requests
God things of love; this strange and unknown pride
which was lived by each individual who belonged
to the so-called arm forces, during the reign of the
beast, is paid by them by seconds; for each second
lived in strange forgetfulness, such individuals
shall have to live again on planets of darkness; for
the divine judgment of God judges sensation by
sensation; there are sensations of the light and
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sensations of darkness; all those who oppose the
divine laws of love of God, are destined to darkness
for sure, when they request future existences to
God; the trials of life were a divine opportunity for
the thinking spirit to decide; therefore, one had to
be careful of creating in himself, sensations or virtues that were of the divine Gospel of God; the
so-called militarism is not written in the divine
Gospel of God; and what is not of God, does not
remain on Earth; it is more likely for something
which has always been of God to remain; the
strange sensations, the ones that violate the divine
laws of God, have as a cause past influences with
which every spirit was magnetized, so to know
other forms of life on other many planets; and the
trials of the human life consisted in that such spirits would oppose a mental resistance to the strange
sensations of the past; every primitivism that each
one feels in himself, has as a cause the imperfect
of his past; for no one is born perfect; one has to
attain perfection by means of infinite existences;
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this is why it was written: Thou shalt earn thy
bread on the sweat of thy face; the divine mandates
of God are not limited to just one existence; what
is of God has neither a beginning nor an end; the
imperfection of every human spirit makes him need
future existences, in order to know those which he
does not know; what is not known requires an
authentic merit; and in order to attain merit in the
future sensations that the spirit does not know, is
that it is necessary for the spirit to know forms of
life; this is why it was taught: He who is not born
again, does not see the Kingdom of God; for the
Eternal is not seen in just one form; the divine
Father Jehovah is seen in physical forms which
have neither a beginning nor an end; and according
to the form of perfection attained by the creature,
such is the divine form that he sees in God; and no
one gets to the limit nor shall anybody ever get to;
the term he who is not born again, represents an
unknown opportunity to know this or that form in
God; to see the Eternal is a divine award which has
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no equal; the greater the merit attained by the spirit
in his evolution, the greater is the concept he has
of God; one understands God by means of illustration; there is no other way; one shall never understand God by means of the strange worshipping of
images; those who fell into religions, fell into this
strange custom; a strange and unknown form of
faith, not even written in the Kingdom of Heavens,
nor in the divine Gospel of God; it is more likely
for those who were careful that their own form of
faith belonged to what is of God to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those who neglected; the
rock or religious prostitute condemned everyone;
for every imitation is an inheritance that in the
divine judgment of God is judged by molecules;
the religious sect shall be judged like an unknown
entity; with a strange morality that no one had
requested God; everything that divides in the daily
coexistence, is not of God; this is why the divine
parable-warning was written: Only satan divides
and he divides himself; the so-called christian
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world fell into a strange sleep and did not deepen
into what is of God, in the trials of life; if this
strange world had made the effort of deepening
the content of the divine parables of God, this
world would have realized that the strange religious psychology had fallen into division; the socalled christian world would have warned of the
danger on time; and they would have freed themselves from the weeping and gnashing of teeth; one
should not have trusted the search of what is of
God to anyone; for all were exposed to fall; all ran
the risk of turning into blinds leading other blinds;
the search of God in the trials of life, should have
always been something intimate within the individuality; this is why it was written: He who
searches shall find; for there is no greater authenticity within the own merit than what came out of
oneself; what is intimate and its search is what
counts in the divine judgment of God; all the rest
is an imitation of imperfect beings, most of the
time, more sinners than those who they tried to
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teach; it is the world of the blinds leading other
blinds; it is the world of those who were content
to imitate what others did; it is the world of the
strange easy-attitude minded; certainly this strange
world of blinds was the so-called christian world;
a strange and unknown world to the Kingdom of
Heavens; for no one requested God to live in such
world; no one requested God life systems, which
as time passed by, constitute themselves in the
instrument of their own tragedies; the tragedy of
not entering the Kingdom of Heavens again; for
only the life systems that keep the creature’s innocence clean, are the only ones that enter the Kingdom of Heavens; what is pure enters; what is
impure does not enter; the unequal laws that came
out of men, created impurity in its fruit; the effort
promised to God, before coming to the trials of life,
got divided and its destiny was licentiousness; no
form of licentiousness leads to the Kingdom of
Heavens; licentiousness is of satan; discipline is
from the Kingdom of Heavens; certainly the strange
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unequal laws never attain any discipline; so it is
that the Day of the divine Judgment will arrive and
the licentious beings of the world of gold, shall be
surprised; the cause of the earthquakes which shall
be provoked by the Son of God, in the weeping and
gnashing of teeth, comes out of such demons; the
licentious beings of the beast provoke the weeping
and gnashing of teeth, of an entire planet in trials
of life; every licentious being who let himself be
influenced in his way of being by the strange psychology of gold, shall be persecuted to death, in
the weeping and gnashing of teeth; and they shall
be treated as the worst plague that the world of
trials got to know; there shall be no mercy for
them; for they did not have it towards the others;
it is more likely for one who did not fall into the
strange licentiousness, which the beast offered the
world, to find mercy in the divine judgment of God,
than for one who being mentally weak, fell into it;
the tragedy of the licentious ones shall be the tragedy of the tragedies; for they provoke the divine
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wrath of Jehovah; and every wrath of God becomes
immortalized in eternity; it reduces the history of
men to the microscopic; for the strange work of
men passes to oblivion; it turns into dust in the no
remembrance; what is of God is transmitted from
planet to planet; whether it is in the form of a legend or by means of His divine planetary Gospels;
the licentious beings are spirits who belonged to
satan’s legions; they still have a portion of the magnetism of licentiousness; and will have to live again
infinite future existences of trials; and pay in them
molecule by molecule, second by second, idea by
idea, the strange scandal called licentiousness;
every licentious being shall be called corruptor of
humanities; and they themselves shall see their
own scenes, on the solar television; called in the
divine Gospel of God as the Book of Life, and which
they did not give any importance during the trials
of life.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3422.174

ALL THE STRUGGLERS OR REVOLUTIONARIES
WHO FOUGHT AGAINST THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD, SHALL BE AWARDED WITH
THE LITTLE SILVER LAMB; A CELESTIAL AWARD REQUESTED BY EVERYONE; BUT, A FEW FULFILLED THE
PROMISE MADE TO THE FATHER; THE MAJORITY
OF THIS WORLD, LET THEMSELVES BE FASCINATED BY GOLD; NO ONE STRUGGLED AGAINST THE
DEMON OF EXPLOITATION, ABOVE EVERYTHING;
BEING THERE A PROMISE MADE TO THE FATHER
IN EVERYONE.Yes little son; just as you sensed it since you were
a child; the so-called occidental world, fell in the
trials of life; this world which deluded everyone
with gold, is about to fall; this hemisphere created
and cultivated the strange life system, based on
gold; weeping and gnashing of teeth are coming to
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those who for centuries and centuries, struggled
against the divine equality taught by Father Jehovah; the time requested by those who requested to
be trialed in their respective living philosophies,
has come to an end; these demons shall be surprised; I verily say unto you that all those who
oppose the divine Father Jehovah, is a demon; and
every demon shall be burnt by the purifying fire of
the Solar First-born Son Christ; behold the entire
Occident is a beast; for it was not an angel to the
world; it was a beast for they exploited, deluded,
deceived and condemned a humanity not to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; the so-called Occident
scandalized the Father’s morality, much more than
the Orient; the beast casted first the first stone
in violation, regarding to the Father; to begin
with, they did not consult the Father’s Scriptures,
before inventing the so-called capitalism; behold
the first despise of the beast for what is of the
Father; behold the first condemned ones of this
world; I verily say unto you that it is more likely
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for a thief, who is a product of the strange and
unknown life system, called capitalism to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens, than for one of the founders
of this immoral life system; although a thief shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens, he is closer to
the Kingdom than the founder of the miser’s life
system; I verily say unto you that for each thief
that the so-called capitalists produced, three quarters of what each one of them did, are paid by the
founders of the strange and unknown capitalism;
if capitalism had not existed, there would not have
been thieves; behold all those who do things in
life, and is not guided by the divine teachings of
the Father, end up in tragedy; no one requested the
Father to make thieves out of their fellow beings;
it is the avarice and the ambition of a few, which
created the thieves; they were the first immoral
beings of this world, the ones who thought for their
own selves; after them the immoral work emerged;
behold the fall of this humanity in the trials of life;
I verily say unto you that just as Adam and Eve
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fell in their respective trial, likewise the ambitious
beings made you fall; for all those who requested a
human free will, are trialed by the Father; behold
each one is responsible for his work; each one is
responsible for his own heaven; for from all the
ideas that you generated in life, worlds and suns
are born; I verily say unto you that all those who
lived being influenced by gold, all their inheritance
shall also be selfish; for even the most microscopic
influence is living and expansive; and you shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens if you have not
transformed into the light all your selfish galactic
inheritance; the latter one is included in the promise and the term that came out of you: Above everything; which means above everything imagined;
behold none of you shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for those who created the gold standard
made each idea generated by you, know a strange
self-interest; a strange morality; these demons who
created the so-called capitalism, perpetuated your
distancing from the Kingdom of Heavens; if you
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children of the world had not known capitalism,
you would have entered the Kingdom of Heavens;
even more, the divine Father Jehovah would not
have a final judgment against you; for you would
not have violated the law; I verily say unto you
that this generation shall be called the generation
of the weeping and gnashing of teeth; there will
not be anyone who shall not cry; you shall see the
Solar Son Christ, with his Face shining; he shall
make the mountains shake; for being matter and
spirit living in their laws, they requested Father
Jehovah to accompany Him in his divine Glory and
Majesty; I verily say unto you that no man ever had
nor shall have so much power, over this world; the
demons of the force shall be scared; for they shall
be the first in being burnt by the solar magnetism
of the First-born Son; the strange life system based
on gold shall fall; for the demons of force shall
not exist anymore; behold a divine prophesy that
shall scare the ambitious of gold; as it has always
happened through the centuries, these demons
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feel scared before the great events of the spirit; the
majority of the shareholders of gold, shall commit
suicide; for gold never gave them a solid morality;
behold the greatest deluded ones of life; none of
them shall remain in this world; behold the demon
who got to know the world; and there is no other
one; behold the living evil; behold the darkness
turned into a temporary power; behold the beast of
many eyes; behold the ones who created espionage;
behold the damned ones; behold that all of them
shall perish in the Lake of Fire; behold a justice that
shall be remembered for many centuries; behold
every innocent shall be rescued from the strange
influence, which these damned gold-driven ones,
exerted over the thinking beings; behold the end
of the followers of the damned Osiris; behold the
end of the trials of life; the end of a life request; the
end of a microscopic era of the Earth; the end of
a kind of life, whose attribute and quality was the
wait and consolation; behold what was waited by
all the generations of the world; behold that for you
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and in you, what was requested in the Kingdom of
Heavens is fulfilled; behold a planetary judgment;
a judgment that has taken place in other times in
this world; in epochs in which you did not request
the trials of life yet; for you have never been the
only ones nor the first ones; only the Father is
unique and first; I verily say unto you that you
have had many judgments; for every spirit is born
again; each birth is a divine product of a Celestial
Judgment; no existence is disinherited; all are equal
in rights before the Father; behold the judgment
of this experience, is one of the many which your
eternal spirit shall have; each one shall receive what
he wanted to receive; just as each conscience acted
in the trials of life, likewise it shall receive; all shall
receive their pay; a divine term with a materialistic influence; for no one knew the term pay in the
Kingdom of Heavens; it came out of the demon;
the demon shall receive its pay; pay by pay; with
the rod that he measured, he shall be measured.-
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So it is little son; each mental act generated by
the mind, becomes a universe; everything that
came out of a thinking being turns into a galaxy;
this process is invisible to the human creature;
for everyone requested the Father not to see it;
everything imagined is requested in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the invisible processes of each one and
the forgetfulness of the place where one came out
of, were requested to the Father; every sensation
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is requested; for every sensation requested to the
Father, has got free will in the Kingdom of Heavens;
every sensation is as living as the own spirit; every
thinking that let itself be influenced by strange
influences, creates strange galaxies; their creatures
shall also have strange thinking philosophies; an
imperfection within the own imperfection; I verily say unto you that every strange influence must
be paid in celestial points; so it is that the strange
influence that gold left in you, must be discounted
from your own selves; no one came to life coveting
for gold; for there in the place where you came out
of, the strange influence of ambition is not known;
three quarters of this strange influence, must be
paid by those who created the strange capitalist life
system; they obliged the creatures of this world,
to live under the influence of gold; this spiritual
debt is so immense that all the creators of this
strange life system, are in the law of malediction;
I know little son that many say that the Father
does not curse his children; but all requested a
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judgment that came out of the own perfection of
the Father; they requested to be judged with rigor
and above everything; they requested the weeping
and gnashing of teeth; malediction does not come
out of the Father’s divine desires; every malediction comes out of the children’s own arrogance; it
comes out of the own sinner; it comes out of his
own evil work; he who persisted more in evil, got
closer to the law of malediction; there is temporary malediction and malediction for the entire
life; according to the degree in which the spirit
surpassed himself in the limits of evil; malediction
is a law of darkness; behold it shall make every
guilty one weep; everyone who made others suffer; every damned one shall live totally ostracized
from everyone; he shall live in the most abandoned
regions of the planet; they requested such justice
in case they violated the divine law that they themselves requested in the trials of life; the Father is
not pleased with many requests; the Father makes
what the children requested to be fulfilled; behold
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everything shall be fulfilled up to the last molecule; for all the molecules of everyone’s requests,
have the same right to the living fulfillment; I verily say unto you that every request made to the
Father, was made with first-hand knowledge; no
one comes to life in ignorance; if it was so, no
one would have any responsibility for their acts;
all would have a cause that would justify them;
and the human life would not be a life of trials;
behold why no one is out of the final judgment; not
even those who never loved the Father; the horror
shall be greater in these ungrateful beings; their
pain shall be greater; behold according to how each
one’s life was, thus shall he be moved; the greater
the guilt, the greater the commotion; the humble
and the exploited shall be the more awarded; thus
was announced to the world; for every humble
was obliged to live a strange life system, which is
illegal in the Father’s law; the strange capitalist
was the author of the strange world of gold; I verily say unto you that capitalism, an immoral life
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system, comes to its end; for all its spirits were
trialed for an instant by Father Jehovah; the fall
of these demons of exploitation, shall mark the
beginning of the greatest era of happiness for this
world; when the capitalist beast stops existing, it
shall not infect any thinking being anymore; the
exploitative thinking shall be cut from its roots;
this damned inheritance is one of the philosophical
trees that Father Jehovah did not leave; it shall be
uprooted from this world’s evolution.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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EVERY REVOLUTIONARY WHO WAS FORCED TO BE
SO, BY THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM, WHICH CAME
OUT OF GOLD, HAS ATTAINED THE KINGDOM OF
HEAVENS; FOR HIS AWARD COVERS ALL HUMANITY;
TO A REVOLUTIONARY, WHO STRUGGLED SEARCHING FOR EQUALITY, IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, CORRESPONDS A LITTLE POINT OF LIGHT FOR EACH
PORE OF FLESH OF EACH CREATURE OF HIS GENERATION; ITS NUMBER ESCAPES THE HUMAN
CALCULATION; THIS INFINITE AWARD IS BECAUSE
EVERY REVOLUTIONARY, IMITATED THOUGH IN AN
IMPERFECT WAY, THE DIVINE EQUALITY, TAUGHT
BY THE FATHER IN HIS DIVINE GOSPEL; HE WHO
IMITATES EVEN IN AN IMPERFECT WAY, THE DIVINE
EQUALITY, WHICH CAME OUT OF THE FATHER, IS
INFINITELY AWARDED BY THE FATHER; EVEN IF THE
IMITATION IS MICROSCOPIC; EVERY AWARD THAT
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CAME OUT OF HIM, IS INFINITE.Yes little son; every revolution has a cause of origin;
the Revolution of the Earth, always in every epoch,
has had to struggle against beings who always
clung to the force; the first who used the force, in
the trials of life, were the more complex-ridden to
gold; they were the ones who created the strange
life system, which came out of the laws of gold;
the perpetuity of pain and injustice of this world,
came out of those who built their hopes up to the
most on gold; the human tragedy entered through
the eyes; for if the creature did not have eyes, the
so-called capitalism would not exist; I verily say
unto you that all those who coveted gold, contributed with their ambition to perpetuate pain, suffering and injustice, in all the epochs of the Earth;
their number is written in the Father’s divine Scriptures; they requested to be the chosen ones, and
resulted in being the last ones in the trials of life;
the revolutionaries and the humble are first before
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the Father; the world that came out of the calculation to gold, did not know how to distinguish the
true humility from the strange humility, which
came out of those who were influenced by the
strange psychology of gold; there are many kinds
of humility; every virtue of the spirit constitutes
infinite hierarchies; infinite degrees in the own
sensation of the thinking; I verily say unto you that
the humility of a rich or an easy-attitude one, who
was indifferent to the revolutions, which they
themselves requested to know as an experience, is
not the first humility in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for this strange humility is divided by wealth,
which not even the rich requested to live; every
rich requested to know in knowledge, what wealth
on the remote planet Earth was; everything imaginable was requested to the Father; what the rich did
not request was to let themselves be influenced by
wealth; for one thing is to request to know a thing,
and another thing is to let oneself be influenced by
that thing; the spirits of the rich had this trial; it
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depended on them to oppose mental resistance to
the strange sensation of being rich; for all the spirits who had passed through this world, all of them
knew that wealth does not exist in the Kingdom
of Heavens; for in the Father’s glory, one does not
know any kind of complex; wanting to own more
than others, is considered a complex in the Kingdom of Heavens; no complex-ridden being has
entered the Kingdom of the Father again; for it is
more likely for a camel to pass through a needle’s
eye, than for a rich to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this divine parable teaches that no rich of any
epoch has entered his place of origin again; nor
shall any of them enter; and it also shows how
rigorous the divine justice is; this divine parable is
a divine warning for all those who owned more
than others; it is not a warning for the poor; for
every poor respected the divine equality taught by
the Father; in fact, he who got to know long-suffering in the trials of life, claimed for equality; the
revolutions were created by the strange life system,
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which came out of gold; the revolutions were not
created by the poor; even if the poor and the longsuffering have participated in them; for they were
obliged to take such way; for the divine mandate
that they requested the Father, of living the divine
equality, on the remote planet, is written in their
destinies; every spirit who requested to come to
Earth, brings in itself the seal of equality of the
Father; there is in the spirits, in virtue of their free
wills, the natural tendency of imitating in remote
worlds, the same equality that they saw in the
Kingdom of Heavens; the divine term: What is up
above is the same as down below, is taken by the
own spirits to their planetary dwellings; behold no
rich shall remain in this world; for such strange
way of living, does not carry the Father’s seal of
eternity; it is strange and unknown, in the divine
mandates of the Father; everything strange to what
was written in the Kingdom of Heavens, is ephemeral and goes back to the dust of oblivion; every
rich and every rich nation, which came out of the
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strange and unknown life system of gold, shall
remain in the greatest poverty; behold the weeping
and gnashing of teeth, of those who took the
strange licentiousness of owning more than what
they promised the Father; behold the fall of this
world; a fall that took the strange form of a strange
life system; a fall with a strange illusion to gold;
the most terrible complex of the spirit; for because
of this complex, the spirits who underwent its
influence, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
for what was promised to the Father, got divided;
nothing divided enters the Kingdom of heavens
again; behold the invisibility, it is the seal of every
request of life, made to the Father; this seal is the
Alpha and the Omega of all the forms of life of the
universe; for no one is disinherited; the revolutionaries request the Father, to make strange and
unknown life systems, which took place on remote
planets, advance towards His divine equality; every
revolutionary is a prophet in the Kingdom of Heavens; since there is everything in the Father’s flock,
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there are biblical and no biblical prophets; whichever the way of requesting is, of the spirit’s free
will, everything remains written in the Kingdom;
the biblical prophets requested the Father divine
covenants with the divine intellectuality, of his
divine Gospel; the non-biblical prophets, requested
covenants with the experiences that came out of
the own strange life systems; I verily say unto you
that he who tries to improve what is bad, which
came out of others, is great in the Kingdom of
Heavens; for his points come out of the number of
pores of flesh of all those who were benefited with
his improvement; the revolutionaries have planetary points; which makes them first among the
first; and being them the first before the divine
Father, is that they shall be the first in resurrecting
among the dead; I verily say unto you that all those
who were murdered in a hidden way, shall be the
first who will rise from dust; for everything that
was made stealthily, shall be done again in daylight;
the beast shall be afraid and full of dread; for the
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entire planet shall witness all its crimes, on the
fabulous solar television; a gigantic television
which comes out of the own planet’s atmosphere;
a color television as the world never saw nor shall
see; for all of you requested the Father, the Universal Judgment; in which nothing shall be hidden;
and the divine Father makes your request be fulfilled; behold this divine judgment shall be remembered by the generations of the future, as the
terrible Judgment of Father Jehovah; they shall call
it the Era of the weeping and gnashing of teeth; all
the scenes of the divine judgment, shall remain in
perpetuity, as a teaching for the future spirits, who
shall request, as time comes, to know some form
of life; all shall want to imitate prophets and revolutionaries; for the greatest fascination that every
spirit feels is to try to please and imitate the Father,
even if it is in a microscopic way; the revolutions
always triumph; for they carry the seal of struggle,
of the sweat on the face, which came out by divine
mandate of Father Jehovah; His divine sentence
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that said: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat
of thy face, included every imaginable way of struggle; and infinitely greater and justifiable when they
imposed on the creature, a strange life system
which he did not even request in the Kingdom of
Heavens; for no one requested the Creator of life
to either exploit or to be exploited, for such request
does not have any sense in the improvement of the
spirit; it was not requested in any imaginable way;
and since no one requested it, is that such injustice
disappears from this world; it shall be uprooted
from the human evolution; I verily say unto you
that the strange gold system delayed the human
evolution, in twenty centuries; for the creature got
to know a strange morality; which instant by
instant, second by second, was being moved more
and more away from the Kingdom of Heavens; infinite geniuses of wisdom and science, have refused
to be born on this planet; for having them free will,
they are careful of going to worlds where the
Father’s law was violated; for they are afraid of
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being infected, and not being able to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens again; behold this planetary
backwardness is paid by those who created the
strange life system, which came out of the laws of
gold; for this world was destined to be a paradiseworld; for thus the very high living morality wanted
it, which all the human spirits requested; each one
requested their own one, so that it would be lived
in the greatest happiness, that the mind can imagine; the greatest illusion of every human innocence
was to be able to give their Father Jehovah, an
unknown world turned into a law of paradiseworld; for if you knew your destiny well, up to the
most minimal, of what would take place in the
trials of life, you did not know the result of your
life trials; for there is no trial that does not have
uncertainty; not for nothing it is called a trial; I
verily say unto you that your life trial should have
had another destiny; a destiny in which a judgment
would not be included; no one likes being judged;
not even the Father likes to participate in divine
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judgments; the divine Father is the first one in
feeling it; for He wants the best for his creations;
if the divine judgment anticipated you, it was
because of the Father who knows everything,
before they happen, He saw your fall in the future;
He saw the strange drift that the complex-ridden
to gold would give you in your morality; he saw
the strange licentiousness which would be degrading, more and more, the human trial, requested by
their spirits; He saw that shrewdness and the
power of illusion, would entertain millions and
millions of creatures; pushing them away from the
Kingdom of Heavens, instant by instant, second by
second; He saw your future tragedy; but He said
nothing to you; for He respected your life request;
He respected the trials of life; He respected your
forgetfulness of the past; which you yourselves
requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; and by
respecting what is yours, He said to you: Thou shalt
earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; for the
strange life system which came out of gold, would
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not give you equality in happiness; He saw the
long-suffering imposed by men on men; behold the
divine light of why you did not know before the
cause of the causes; for your time called human life
had to be fulfilled by law, requested by you, and
approved by the Father; each human life represents
a microscopic time, which got to know a time; the
time of the planet; and having you had a time, and
gotten to know another time, you gain a third and
fourth time; which are the time of you future birth
in another world; for every spirit requests to be
born again, and to know new forms of life, forever
and ever; if the Father is eternal, his creations, the
spirits, are too; for they carry the divine seal of the
Father; and carrying the seal of the Father, they are
infinite in their perfections; he who is not born
again, stops in a voluntary way, in his own perfection; for you were taught that your own heaven
comes out of your own selves; the initiative of
knowing life again, comes out of your own selves;
for you have free will to choose; I verily say unto
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you that he who was born more number of times,
that one is greater in power, in the Kingdom of
Heavens; for his experience is greater; and every
greater one has got a more elevated hierarchy, in
the world of the spirits; so it is that the First-born
Son, is first after the Father, for he has been born
in an infinite number of forms of life; in order to
become the Son of God, in primogeniture, one has
to have had sweats on the face, in such a number
that it surpasses every mental calculation, in any
world of the universe; in those who were, there are
and there shall be; I verily say unto you that the
number of being born again, or reincarnations,
which is the same, the First-born Son is like the
number of molehills that your deserts of the planet
contain; in which each molehill, represents an existence; without considering the molehills of the
other deserts of the other planets of the universe;
behold a power that you shall see again; just as it
was seen in the past of your world; a power like
the world has never seen, and shall never see again;
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the divine power of a Solar Parent; of a First-born
Son; who coming from the colossal galaxies of the
macrocosm, called Kingdom of Heavens, shall
come to this world shining like a sun of wisdom;
for his Face shall have the brightness of a thousand
suns altogether; behold a divine living magnetism;
which shall transform everything; for the magnetism of the elements of the Earth shall be subordinated in instantaneous changes to the divine
solar magnetism; for they recognize in Him the
Father-magnetism; for what is of the Father is of
the Son; and what is of the Son is of the Father;
keeping both their divine free wills; for there is
between the Father and the Son the communism
of the flesh and the spirit; every birth is flesh and
spirit; which came out of a common law; he who
was not born from the common law, does not know
the common love; for all his ideas would be of
divided love; and only satan divides; the strange
life system which came out of the laws of gold,
imitated satan; satan divided the Father’s angels,
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and the creators of the strange life system, which
came out of gold, divided His children of the trials
of life; I verily say unto you that in this world the
word division should have never existed; neither
in the material nor in the spiritual; for every word
is living before God; every word expresses itself in
its laws of word, before the Creator of everything;
for every inanimate thing turns into life, in His
divine presence; you were taught that God is life;
even death expresses itself before the Father, in its
laws of death; the Final Judgment that you
requested, includes the everything above everything; including matter and spirit; it includes what
is animate and inanimate; what was felt and was
not seen; what was seen and was touched and liked;
judgment does not leave anything to fate; for no
one requested fate or the so-called luck; what you
call luck has no definite destiny; it is not from the
Kingdom of Heavens; no one requested luck; for
in the Kingdom of Heavens there are laws with a
destiny; I verily say unto you that all those who
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pronounced the strange word luck, in the trials of
life, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is
more likely for those who took its laws into account
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those
who did not take them into account, and trusted
luck; every gaining which came out of the so-called
luck, has no award; for it has no law written in the
Kingdom of Heavens; none of those who gained
their living, in the trials of life, by reading the
future, none of them shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; not a single one has ever entered; those
who magnified the so-called luck, are denied the
laws with a destiny; being left for them only to
request and have forms of life without a destiny;
which is equivalent to adventure oneself into darkness; behold the light in the medulla of the greatest
obstacle that the human trials had; for destiny was
distorted by luck; those who believe in beyond and
at the same time believed in luck, divided their
award; for it was taught that one cannot serve two
masters; one cannot serve a truth that came out of
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the Father’s Scriptures, if one is at the same time
serving a strange concept, which came out of a
strange form of living; for I verily say unto you that
your strange life system, which came out of the
laws of gold, is not from the Father’s divine Gospel;
for none of you requested the Father neither to be
an exploiter nor to exploit anyone; everything that
you did and thought in the trials of life, all absolutely all is divided; your reward does not give you
the necessary points in order to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; many of you made merits in the trials
of life, as to being able to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; but, the strange customs and the strange
fashions, which came out of the strange system,
which came out of gold, divided and diminished
your points of light; this division does not correspond to the divine mandate, which came out of
your own selves; which says that What is of God
is above everything imaginable; this divine parable
teaches that in your request to the Father, not a
molecule nor a virtue, was excluded from it; you
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requested a judgment, which surpassed everything
conceived by you, in the trials of life; I verily say
unto you that if those who gave you the strange
life system, which was based on gold, would have
given you a life system based on the divine Gospel
of the Father, you would have fulfilled the content
of the divine parable; your fruit would not be
divided; for in the development of your lives,
always at every instant, a strange psychology
accompanied you; which at every instant, second
by second, was dividing you; and was driving you
more and more away from the Kingdom of Heavens; at these very instants, you are drawing away
from the Kingdom; this distancing stops when you
stop thinking in the strange psychology of gold; it
stops just in the precise instant; every repentance
plays an infinite roll; for repentance opens new
doors, for new opportunities; he who does not
repent does not give an opportunity to opportunity,
so that it remembers him; every initiative has to
come out of oneself; for it is the free will’s right to
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choose its destiny; repentance is living before God;
and it expresses itself in its laws of repentance,
before the divine Father; and it defends the repented
spirit before the Father; each virtue of your thinking defends every spirit, who cultivated it in the
trials of life; he who cultivated nothing in the trials
of life, has no one to defend him before the Father;
ultimately it would be repentance; the trials of life
consisted in that every spirit, would cultivate sensations or virtues of the light; the obstacle was the
constant presence of darkness; to which one had
to oppose a mental resistance; he who did not
oppose a mental resistance to evil, was weak in
spirit to confront evil; and evil was in the own life
system, which came out of gold; the bad customs
became a habit; and they were developed in such
degree that they were seen in the daily morality,
like something normal; this was one of the triumphs of satan; he achieved illusion in the daily
living; every strange custom has got an ephemeral
reign; for it does not carry the seal of the Kingdom
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of Heavens; it is not written in eternity; this means
that satan turned into a strange life system, is
defeated in the trials of life; for every ephemeral
thing has an end; the fall of satan always carries
grief and resentment in itself; it brings along weeping and gnashing of teeth; it brings tragedy in it; I
verily say unto you, children of the world, if you
had not been imposed the strange life system,
which came out of gold, by force, you would not
have to confront a judgment; for the morality cultivated in the trials of life would be another; I verily
say unto you that men made the trials of life infinitely more bitter; for they did not take into account
what is of God; he who does not take what is of
the Father into account, becomes evil; this takes
place in infinite worlds, where there was and there
is forgetfulness for the divine mandates of the
Father; I verily say unto you that every guilty one
who made a good world, for such was its destiny,
into a bad world, pays for it in the final judgment;
and those who turned this world into a bad one,
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were the spirits who are complex-ridden towards
gold; for they did not know how to measure themselves; control should have come from them; it was
their trial; I verily say unto you that you were governed by those who are complex-ridden towards
possession; you were governed by those who are
the most backward of the human evolution; who
always at every instant were wrong; they were so
wrong that none of you shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens again; there cannot be a greater mistake; a greater tragedy either; for every violator of
the Father’s law, drags all his followers along with
him in his fall; so it is that the creators of the socalled capitalism, made you fall too; every imitator
fulfills the same law that the imitated one fulfills;
the so-called capitalism was requested by no one
in the Kingdom of Heavens; for such strange form
of living, is not known in the Kingdom; to exploit
and to let oneself be exploited are unknown in the
Father’s glory; therefore, capitalism has no God;
no one shall defend it in the Day of Judgment; it
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shall be cursed by your own selves; for because of
this strange beast, no one shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; it causes you the weeping and gnashing
of teeth; for it divided the award; and no one who
divided himself, enters the Kingdom of Heavens
again; for no one requested to divide what was his
own eternity; the beast was born from error and it
shall fall with its error; for it never ever cared for
eternity; its big error was to nurture a strange
morality, which did not eternalize in itself; a strange
morality which gave it a strange faith; and the beast
by having a strange faith, does not have a moral
resistance in order to confront its own fall; the
long-suffering does have it; that is why a quarter
of the beast shall commit suicide, but, if its members commit suicide a thousand times, a thousand
times they are resurrected; for not a single one of
those who plunged the world into sorrow and tragedy shall escape; just as the beast was relentless
for collecting its damned taxes, thus shall one be
relentless towards it; for the First-born Son shall
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govern with an iron hand; the beast shall be full of
dread; since for the first time it will not be able to
order anyone to kill its rival; as it was and is its
strange custom in the world; the beast shall go
crazy, when it sees that all those it ordered to be
murdered, resurrect among the dead; and along
with them, those who murdered them, and those
who ordered to murder; the beast shall be a synonym of damnation; the entire world shall flee from
it; as everyone shall flee from the great prostitute;
the one that traded with the best bidder, in the
name of God; the beast shall never leave its pride;
it shall die with it; for the beast that the world got
to know is not of the light; the beast requested and
instant to the Father in order to know a world of
the light; for the beast was also trialed; for every
spirit is trialed in life; the last members of the beast
shall perish in the solar fire; a magnetic fire that
comes out of the First-born Son’s eyes; behold the
end of the worst nightmare that the world has had;
behold the end of the yoke of the world; the most
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strange inheritance that the human evolution has
ever known; the strange inheritance of a group of
complex-ridden ones, to have more than what was
taught; behold the end of satan in this world; a
satan who took the form of a strange life system
and became dominant in it; behold the end that
the world Alpha shall have, or world of the beginning; for the beast and its strange reign are no
more than a molecule in the Earth’s time; so
microscopic is the beast that no one shall remember it, in the world Omega; a new paradise-world;
the beast is the continuation of the primitive; it is
a part of the forgetfulness of the past; when the
beast falls, it will leave its traces on the planet;
which shall disappear little by little; the beast
never understood nor shall never see the prodigies
of the new world; for the science of the beast is a
microscopic science; which came out of the microcosm; the new science that the First-born Son shall
lead, is a solar science; a science which came out
of the macrocosm, called Kingdom of Heavens;
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the beast shall just understand that its end has
arrived; for it always cared for itself; it always worshipped itself; in life it was its own sphinx; it always
faked for itself; before the beast disappears, it shall
remain in the greatest poverty; the same poverty
that the beast made others undergo, it shall live in
its own flesh; for the beast preceding its own fall
on the remote planet Earth, requested the Father
to be judged above everything; the beast requested
to be measured with the same rod, with which it
would measure others, in the trials of life; the beast
requested an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth;
in its own request made to the Father, the beast
annulled itself from this planet; for the calculations
of the beast were microscopic; and it requested a
divine justice, which was from the macrocosm;
behold a light of those who promised and did not
fulfill; for the beast promised this and that to the
divine Father Jehovah; just as the pharaonic dynasties promised, in the beginning of the world; the
major beast of the trials of life; for this beast came
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from the remote galaxies; it was a beast with
another science and another power; nothing was
left from the major beast; just some vestiges destined to dust; I verily say unto you that after the
beast falls, an unprecedented happiness shall come
over this world; as the human eyes never saw; it is
the new psychology, once the yoke falls; it shall be
a joy in the daily living, proper of children; for in
this world those who will be resurrected into
twelve-year-old children shall be staying; whose
flesh shall have the divine seal of the Lamb of God;
it shall be eternal flesh; non-perishable flesh; flesh
that will never rot; as it happened with those who
requested to be trialed in life; those who requested
to be trialed in life, requested to know putrefaction
in their own selves, for they did not know it; everything that one does not know, requests the Father
to know; you did not know the sensation of putrefaction; behold the prolongation of your weeping
and gnashing of teeth; for no one will want to know
about death, knowing that on a determined point
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of the planet, one is being resurrected into a child;
but, only those who believed in the law of resurrection; those who did not believe shall not be resurrected; the skeptical is not awarded in any world
of the universe; the divine Father respects the
beliefs of everyone; including those of the skeptical
beings; even if this encloses an immense grief for
them; for one was mandated to cultivate faith
above everything; I verily say unto you that every
faith becomes materialized out of the Earth; so it
is that those who believed in their own resurrection, shall see their dreams come true; it is what
corresponds to the divine term: Faith moves mountains; for mountains of pores of flesh, which live
in your microscopic body, shall be shaken by the
solar impact that comes out of the First-born Son;
the divine resurrection of every flesh, shall be the
supreme marvel of the planet; human seas would
follow the Son of God everywhere; and He shall fly
over the multitudes, which shall darken the sun;
entire nations shall abandon their lands so to
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follow the Son of Man; all without exception shall
feel the fascination of becoming a child again;
behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of the
first ones who seeing the Scrolls of the Lamb, did
not believe; for when they request to become children again, they shall not be believed; they were
ungrateful towards a Revelation, which they themselves requested; they shall also find ungratefulness; with the same rod that they measured the
divine Revelation, they shall be measured too; I
verily say unto you that every sensation of evil, that
took place at every instant in the development of
your lives, beginning at the age of twelve, is paid
with sensations of grief for the spirit; in the same
degree as the sensation of evil took place; the divine
judgment of the Father is egalitarian; behold there
are in this world individual sinners and collective
sinners; in the latter ones are the so-called scientists, which came out of the strange life system,
which came out of gold; one third of guilt falls on
them, in the creation of arms of mass destruction;
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the two thirds left are paid by the so-called military,
who emerged from the strange force, of the strange
life system, of gold; for I verily say unto you that
the military forced the scientists to create the
strange arms, in which the divine mandate of the
Father was violated; they imposed on every scientist the strange obligation of patriotism; which no
one requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; the
strange patriotism of the strange life system, which
came out of gold, did not consider the divine Commandment of the Father, which says: Thou shalt
not kill; nothing that violated God’s law was
requested by anybody; the strange patriotism is
not of the Kingdom of Heavens; and those who
practiced it , shall not enter the Kingdom of God;
he who preferred what is of men, in the strange
life system, which came out of gold, does not have
the divine preference of the Father; for this strange
and unknown system did not take into account the
divine Gospel of the Father, at all, when from its
free will decided to create a life system; the human
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beings of the trials of life, forgot at every instant
that even their own life system would be judged;
Was this world not taught that the divine Creator
would judge everything? Certainly all the things
and events, which came out of the human imagination; and among all things, which came out of the
human free will, is the own life system; he who
lived this strange life system, which started with
the ungratefulness towards what is of the Father,
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor anyone who lived it, has entered again; he who imitates ungrateful beings, is also accused of being
ungrateful in the Father’s Kingdom; behold a weeping and gnashing of teeth of an entire planet, that
got to know the strange influence of gold; behold
the tragedy that was caused by the creators of the
so-called capitalism; the greatest yoke of the world,
in its trials of life; a yoke that perpetuated inequality; the demons of gold considered as something
impossible to arrive to equality; for they did not
make the effort of achieving it; for they always
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feared for the possession conquered; the strange
illusion towards gold, transformed them into God’s
enemies; for they initiated the persecution of those
who defended and sustained, equality in their
ideas; the same equality taught in the divine Gospel
of Father Jehovah.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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CHRIST THE FIRST REVOLUTIONARY
Paragraphs of the celestial scrolls:
To be a revolutionary costs sacrifices, persecution,
intrigues, and they are even murdered.Great are before the Father the strugglers and idealists; every unfair world needs them; and every
world progresses for them.Every rich demon implants his reign of injustice; it
is a relative injustice; for the revolutionary spirits,
who requested to be so in the Kingdom of Heavens,
stood to this injustice; and since the divine Father
sees the future of the worlds, He authorizes them;
for the Father is fair above everything; and so it
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is that his First-born Solar Son Christ, requested
to be the first Revolutionary on your planet; He
requested to be the first struggler against every
injustice; the greater hierarchies called solar parents, usually lead the great doctrines; that transform the customs of the inhabitants of all the
worlds; such was the mission of the Mosaic Law
and the Christian Doctrine; which softened barbarian customs proper of your imperfect evolution; no
one can deny that it was so; for you are living in the
transformation; you are its living actors.-

		
Being the Son of God first in every power, he preferred to combat the roman materialism, with the
own human laws; he chose the difficulty and imperfection of your laws.-

		
He had to confront the hardness and pride of those
who proclaimed themselves kings and emperors of
this world.-
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He gave up his life for a celestial doctrine.-

		
He gave the example to the world; and every revolutionary is an imitator of the Son of God; in the
corresponding knowledge and hierarchy, among
the Father’s creatures.-

		
He struggled against the capitalist beast, he was
God’s own Son; the roman and Jewish bourgeois
were the ones who plotted so that the Son of God
died; the fact that no rich of the emerging old capitalism did not enter the Kingdom of Heavens, was
the end for them; they did not even forgive the Son
of God; much the less will they forgive the simple
mortals, who try to teach the world a better and
superior justice than that of the beast; the cause
by which the individuals who belong to the beast
kill, is the strange complex of the possession of
things.-
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When the Son of God was filled with rage and
whipped the merchants of the temple, in the old
history, he did so by projecting his divine mind
towards the future; at that instant, the First-born
Son of God saw the trade discord in the coming
centuries; he saw the millions of beings who would
be the victims of abuse, hoarding, abusive prices,
etc., etc.; he saw the future human yoke; he satan
taking the form of a strange commerce; and he
saw that the head of satan were the rich; he saw
all the drama in a microscopic instant; beyond that
instant, there would be centuries of long-suffering,
frustration, disappointment, suicides; and by seeing the future that was coming for humanity, he
saw the birth of the great beast; he saw the monster
that they would create from father to son and from
generation to generation, the most influenced by
gold; this monster which cowardly shelters itself
behind the use of force, the world of trials called
it imperialism; and what is the strangest and
most disconcerting emerged during the reign of
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the beast; the so-called revolutionaries emerged
who acting as such, never dared to cut the links
that united them to the beast; such strange revolutionaries shall be called cowards and traitors by
the Son of God; since for having been the perfect
revolutionary, in a strange and unknown life system, those who called themselves revolutionaries,
did not have to have in themselves a single molecule of the strange influence of gold; for those
who were leaders of nations, during the trials of
life, the Son of God shall demand a little less than
perfection from them; this demand that shall make
the strange presidents, kings, ministers of the socalled nations weep, was announced in the divine
Gospel of God, as Christ’s Iron Government; and
its complement is the weeping and gnashing of
teeth.The First-born Son shall govern with an iron hand;
the beast shall be full of dread; since for the first
time it will not be able to order someone to murder
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its rival; as it was and is its strange custom in the
world; the beast shall go crazy, when it sees that
all those that it ordered to be murdered, resurrect
among the dead; and along with them those who
killed them, and those who ordered to murder.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Luis Antonio Soto Romero, whose pseudonym is: Alpha and
Omega, is the Author of the New Doctrine of the Lamb of
God, called Telepathic Scripture or Celestial Science, dictated by living telepathy by the Divine Father Jehovah.
Once written they were rolled up, hence the biblical term:
The Scrolls of the Lamb of God. The Author has the Mission
of opening them, that is, writing them. Revelation 5.
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THE PLAN WHICH WAS COMMENDED TO THE
EMISSARY ALPHA AND OMEGA
The Rolls of the Lamb of God.

3,000 Rolls of the Origin of Matter.

300 Rolls of the Origin of the Ideas.

300 Rolls of the Origin of the Most Holy Trinity.
300 Rolls of the Origin of the Flying Saucers.
500 Rolls of the subject about the beast.

The Origin of Matter; it shall be a work of 3,000
Telepathic Rolls …
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The Idea is a work of 300 Rolls …

The silver ships shall be explained in 300 scrolls;
but that is not the limit; it is the beginning; and the
Translation of the Holy Scriptures, shall be 6,000
rolls of cardboard; each roll represents a parable

of the Scriptures; the telepathic scripture has no
end; for the universe does not have it; the living
word of God does not have it either … Here there

is material to talk about for years; they are 4,000
Rolls … and another one is born each day.

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Celestial Science by Alpha and Omega

Please visit https://www.alfayomega.com
and read WHAT IS TO COME, CELESTIAL SCIENCE
and DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE THINGS.
https://www.facebook.com/RevelacionAlfayOmega/

Listen to the Reading of the
Scrolls, with a click on several
Podcast platforms

anchor.fm/alphaandomega
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